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Curris To Announce Decision

Proposal May End
MSU Controversy

NOT QUITE — Tennessee Tech tried five times to crack the Murray State defense, but each time was rejected during a goal line stand in the first quarter of Saturday's game. Holding Tech out for the 15-10 win are
defenders Ronald Hopkins ( 48), Donald White (24), Gregg Evans (17), and Vince Tucker (54). For game
details and more photos,see today's sports section, Pages 6 and 7.

Ticket Suggestion Offered

Largest Crowd Ever Attends
Murray State's Home Opener
Saturday night's crowd at the
Murray State-Tennessee Tech
football game was estimated at
16,300, making it the largest paying gate ever to watch the Racers
play in Roy Stewart Stadium.
There were long lines at ticket
windows and in parking lots.
The Racers play their second
home game of the 1981 season
Saturday afternoon at 1:30 when
they face Morehead State.
Another large turnout is expected.
To avoid more long lines at
ticket windows and in parking
areas, MSU officials offered a couple of suggestions today: (1) buy
tickets in advance of game day, or
(2) leave home earlier for the
game.
According to MSU athletic promotions director Jimmy Wilder,

the Racer ticket office in Room
211 of Stewart Stadium will be
open each day this week from 9
a.m. to 4:30 p.m., selling season
tickets to the Racers' three remaining home games or game
tickets to any of the three remaining games. Also, the ticket office
will be open from 9 until noon
Saturday, at which time all gates
will be opened in the stadium. Persons may purchase Morehead
tickets at any ticket booth in the
stadium and be admitted to the
game. Parking attendants will be
on duty beginning at noon also.
Price of season tickets to the
Racers' thee remaining home
games are $21 for chair seats and
$16 or $13 for reserved bleacher
seats. There is also a special family plan available where a person

who puiThases two chair or
reserved seats at full price may
purchase additional seats at halfprice for any child in his family.
Persons buying chair seats are
required to make a tax deductible
donation of $62.50 to the Racer
Club for each seat purchased. Individual game tickets sell for $6
and $5 (adults) and $5 and $4 (for
children).
This Saturday's MurrayMorehead game has been
designated "McDonald's Fun
Day." McDonald's of Murray is
giving away 1,000 felt pens to the
first 1,000 persons through the
turnstiles, and MSU athletic promotions is giving away 1,500
Racer Football Fun Books. Additional Fun Books will also be on
sale in the stadium.

Third, Fourth Graders Among
Subjects OfMSU-TV Program
Murray and Calloway County
third and fourth graders in a
"French culture" workshop will
be among subjects in the premier
of "Spotlight on Murray" at 6:30
p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 29, on MSUTV 11.
"Spotlight," a new show aimed
at "spotlighting" community and
university events, is produced by
Dr. Frank Blodgett, member of
the radio-television faculty at
Murray State.
Blodgett explained that each
week "Spotlight" will feature at
least two major subjects. In addition, shorter items of interest including a community billboard
listing will be included.
The French culture workshop
for children recently completed
its third summer at the Calloway
County Public Library and was
coordinated by Libby Hart.
Approximately 20 volunteer
teachers and advanced French
students helped the youngsters

learn about everything from
French cooking to common
phrases used in the language.
Margaret Trevathan, librarian,
said the workshop's goal each
year is to give the children "an opportunity to have more knowledge
of other cultures because such information is in the nation's best interest."
The second segment of the new
30-minute show Tuesday will
feature an interview with Richard
Valentine and artist Joe Rigsby
concerning the Oct. 1 dedication of
the old railroad depot in the city
park.
The depot is now home for the
Murray-Calloway County
Theatre. Rigsby, a member of the
art faculty at Murray State,
recently completed a drawing of
the depot. Sale of E. limited
number of the drawings will help
finance theatre work.
"Spotlight" will also include a
segment on the recent Barbara
Mandrel]concert in Murray.
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Sunny
Sunny and pleasant today
with highs in the low to mid
70s. Clear and cool tonight
with lows in the upper 40s to
low 50s. Mostly sunny and a
little warmer on Tuesday.
Highs in the mid to upper
70s.

Student co-hosts for "Spotlight"
are Jim Gingles,sophomore, Murray; Regina Francies,
sophomore, Elkton; and Chuck
Purcell,junior, McKenzie, Tenn.

By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Writer
The Murray State University
Board of Regents Saturday
presented a proposal to Dr. Constantine Curris which may bring
an end to the differences between
the board and the university president.
Following two executive sessions, board chairman Ron
Christopher said the "board
agreed that they could agree to
the proposal" if Curris accepts it.
Christopher and vice chairman
William Carneal, Owensboro, met
with Curris Friday in an attempt
to end the controversy which
began Feb. 7 when some regents
began action in an attempt to
remove the president.
Christopher said Curris wanted
some time to think about the proposal, and he (Curris ) will announce his decision at the regents'
next meeting at 9:30 a.m. Oct. 10.
After the meeting, Curris said
he felt the offer was a "positive
step in the negotiation process"
and "in my judgment, we're making progress." But, he added he
received the proposal "five

minutes ago" and he had to talk board met with the trustees of the
with his family before making a Murray State University Foundadecision. He would not comment tion and the executive council of
about the specifics of the proposal. the school's Alumni Association in
Christopher said the proposal the Commonwealth Room of the
does not include an agreeement to University Center.
pay legal fees Curris incurred as a
Former IA. Gov. Harry Lee
result of his defense during the Waterfield, vice president of the
ouster attempt. Bill Logan, one of foundation, said he was concerned
the president's attorneys, about media coverage of conreportedly had asked earlier that troversies at Murray State.
a settlement between Curris and
He said there is "nothing the
the board include payment of all matter with the campus," and the
legal expenses.
school's difficulties are only "surA board member, who asked not face problems." Waterfield said
to be identified, today confirmed recent state concern regarding
earlier reports about the specifics the school's finances and the conof the proposal.
troversy between Curris and the
The regents said the proposed board are intended to be a diveragreement includes a salary in- sion from other matters.
crease for Curris and a commitHe said state government is usment from all parties involved not ing Murray State as a "whipping
to file additional legal action in boy" and attention from officials
connection with the controversy.
in Frankfort is designed to
Christopher said he hoped an downgrade regional universities.
agreement could be reached, but
The combined meeting was the
pointed out some regents have first ever for the three groups,
reservations about parts of the who met for the purpose of finding
proposal. However, he said the new ways to generate income
board realizes negotiation re- from the private sector. The group
quires "some concessions."
appointed a seven-member comLater in the afternoon, the mittee to study the feasibility of
hiring a director of development
to solicit donations for the school.
The new position has been funded in the 1981-82 budget, but was
frozen by the board when budget
cuts were made. The job would
pay $20,000 annually.
During its morning meeting, the
regents also heard furth'er
arguments concerning tenure for
Dr. Donald Johnson, a biology
professor who heads the Hancock
The Murray-Calloway County efforts in getting the grant and
Biological Station on Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce unveiled especially want to commend City
Lake.
plans for its new business-tourist Planner Steve Zea for his profesJohnson had not been granted
center today.
sional assistance in preparing the
tenure, but appealed his case to
The structure was made possi- application and pushing it
the board last summer. The board
ble largely through a grant. through."
decided Curris should review
Ground-breaking ceremonies will
"The efforts of the Murray Johnson's case for a final decibe Friday, Oct. 2, at 10:30 a.m. at Tourism
Commission will be sion.
the sight.
enhanced greatly with this new
The board also adopted three
Located on Highway 641 just facility," Chuck Wynn, President resolutions recognizing the
north of Highway 121, on property of the Tourism Commission
meritorious service to the univermade available by the City of stated. The commission will also sity by three individuals. They
Murray, the building will be con- be housed in the building. He add- are:
structed of wood and stone. It will ed, "with the new Boy Scout
—Dr. Richard Gray, vice presicontain three private offices, Museum opening soon, we expect dent of administrative affairs for
workroom, conference room and a big increase in tourist activities four years before he resigned durreception area.
and we can better serve them with ing the summer to take a job with
Marshall Gordon, President of
private industry.
facility."
the Chamber said, "we are exPlans tor the building were
—M.C. Garrott, the director of
cited about the chamber's having developed by George Pavelonis. the Office of Public Information
an attractive and functional The building committee is com- and Services for 13 years before
building that the entire communi- posed of Paul Kiesow, Dan Miller, his recent retirement.
ty can take pride in. This will truly Butch Seargent,and Steve Zea.
—Dr. Charles Homra,chairman
be the front door to Murray." He
Construction is expected to of the psychology department for
added, "we want to thank Mayor begin next week and completed by 13 years. Homra is still a proHenley and Judge Miller for their Jan. 1, 1982.
fessor in the department.

Local Chamber
Announces Plans
For New Center

Delivery Of Services Termed Hallmark

Henley Reflects About Administration
By PHYLLIS J. OSBORNE
Staff Writer
Mayor Melvin Helnley says the
efficient delivery of services has
been the hallmark of his administration.
That hallmark will also be the
biggest problem facing Mayorelect Holmes Ellis, he believes.
When Mayor Henley turns the
city over to the mayor-elect, he
will return to his teaching position
at Murray State University fulltime. During his term in office,
Henley has taught at MSU only 75
percent of the time.
"I'll go back and teach and
make a living just like I've always
done." he said. Since his cut in pay
with the university was more than
his salary as mayor, Henley
forsees no financial burden in
returning to the classroom fulltime. "Actually I'll get an increase in income," he said.
During his tenure as Mayor,
grant monies from the federal
government have been substantial.
Melvin Henley
"Federal grant monies for the
city have perhaps been of more
lasting importance than ser- million in four years," Henley
vices). The expectation of a $6.7 said.
million grant award within the
In addition to the sewer plant
next few weeks for sewer plant project, Henley recently noted
construction will bring the grant several other accomplishments of
awards' value to almost $10 his administration. Among them

A•

•••
•-

are:
'Purchase of a natrual gas well
allowing the city to add new
residential and commercial
customers for the first time in
several years.
•Securing an Urban Development Action Grant resulting in 200
jobs and a new type of manufacturing technology at Fisher-Price
Toys.
The project included the construction of a new access road to
the industrial park, extensive
drainage rehabilitation of a large
waterway and enlarging the plant
parking area.
The city will be reimbursed by
the company during the next ten
years. Approximately $500,000 of
the grant funds will return to the
city for use in downtown
redevelopment projects.
•A community development
project which has resulted in a
block-grant of $1.5 million for
renovation of blighted
neighborhoods.
*Consolidation of utility bills so
that all, including the telephone
bill, could be paid at the Murray
Municipal Utilities building, 5th
and Poplar.
'Repaving of many streets including extensive reworking of
concrete streets in older sections
of the city. Also, several older
bridge structures in the city have

been renovated.
*Installation of emergency
power generators at city hall and
with the water system so those
vital services will continue in the
event of major power outages.
•A cooperative effort with the
local chamber of commerce and
tourism commission to obtain a
grant to fund construction of a
new chamber-tourism building.
'
Construction of a new
warehouse and office complex for
the water system and a new city
maintenance garage-sanitation
department headquarters
building.
'
Drainage and flood control projects, resulting in less flooding in
many parts of the city during
periods of heavy rainfall.
*Continued operation of the
Murray-Calloway County
Transportation System, by utilizing city personnel, until a grant
could be secured for operating
funds.
*Working with the Tappan Company and the local chamber of
commerce resulting in the donation of the vacant Murray
manufacturing facility and Is;0
acres of land to the city.
When asked about future
political aspirations or plans.
Henley remarked, "Well, I don't
have any in the next fifteen
minutes."
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It has often been
pointed out that art can
change the quality of
everybody's life. Dr. Bob
Head told me once that he
can walk into a school,
and the feeling there tells
him immediately if they
have an art program.
Betty Hinton, the new
owner of Framer's
Gallery, was telling me
she feels there is an upsurge of interest in arlists. She says, "Not
everybody can own an
original. Other people
can on 'quality art,' and
that is what limited editions are all about."
In connection with Betty's grand opening she
staged an "Art-0Rama." I went out on
Thursday to meet her
charming artists from
Greenville. Besides having talent the four women
had charm. They were
Jan Anderson, Donna
Richardson, Ann Crick,
Virginia Cummins.

and venous pets. The
Cummins' three children
are grown. She has been
painting about 12 years
and now teaches in her
studio adjoining her
home. She says her
favorite thing to do is to
paint landscapes.
Jan Anderson has been
extremely busy for the
past 15 years raising a family, receiving an
education in art, and promoting art appreciation
among many people. She
has produced several
original works of art worthuy of reproduction.
Ann Crick is a Greenville artist with a great
love and appreciation for
animals.She and her husband and two children
live on a farm with a dog,
a cat and numerous
saddle-bred horses. The
day I met her she was

_

- —
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By RAINEY APPERSON

limping around from a
brush with a fence and a
saddle-bred horse. But,
she insists that the horses
are not tmpermental can you believe that. Her
paintings quite often
depict animals.
Donna Richardson is an
English-born artist, who
lives in Greenville with
her husband, Michael,
and two sons. Oil is her
favorite medium,and she
loves painting butterflies.
Other talented artists
were at Framer's Gallery
all week. Murray's own
Clara Eagle was there,
and will be doing other
things.
Dr. Charles Patterson,
an physician, who has a
great love of art, did a
print of a covered bridge,
and Framer's Gallery
presented this to many of

the visitors. Dr. Patterson and his wife, the
fanner Sylvia Langston,
a native of Murray,
returned here about eight
months ago to make their
home, afte Dr. Patterson
retired from the U.S. Air
Force. He is a real addilion to the art community
here.
Betty asked me to remind you readers that
she will be happy to arrange a club benefit with
artists if needed here. A
New York artist, Joseph
Routon, an M.S.U.
graduate, does outstanding portraits, and he is
also affiliated with the
gallery.
The artists who participated in the Art-0Rama had an enjoyable
week, and so did the
public.

Holland-Beane Vows Said
In Ceremony At Church

Anna Ruth Holland and
Kenneth Mark Beane
were united in marriage
Friday, Aug. 21. The
ceremony was at Chriatian Fellowship Church,
with the pastor, the Rev.
J. T. Parish officiating.
A program of piano and
organ music was
presented by Mrs. Nordta Parish and Mrs. Jane
Crisp. The soloist was
Milton Gresham from
Murray.
Parents of the couple
are Mr. and Mrs. Rudy R.
Holland of Benton, and
Mr. and Mrs. Halford
Beane of Murray. The
grodparents of the bride
are Mr. and Mrs. Dallas
Holland and the late Mr.
and Mrs. Claude Rowland
of Murray. The groom's
grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Porter Hutchens of Murray and the
late Mr. and Mrs. Dempsey Beane of Lynn Grove.
The Bride
The bride wore a formal gown of white chitThese women have all
fonet and chantilly type
studied art in Kentucky,
lace. The molded bodice
they can be called "our
own." Virginia Cummins
Women educators of The 1981-82 chairmen tending from Murray and and natural waistline
lives in South Carrollton, the Gamma Chapter of are: Evelyn Bradley - Calloway County were: were enhanced with an
with her husband Ken Delta Kappa Gamma program; Ann Herron - Georgia Adams, Evelyn Elizabethan neckline
convened Sept. 19 at research; Dr. Helene Albritten, Nellie Ruth splashed with Iridescent
Kenlake Hotel for the Visher - personal growth Caldwell, Dr. Alberta crystals. The sheer
opening meeting of the and services; Dr. Alberta Chapman, Dr. Ruth Cole, sleeves were appliqued
1981-82 year. The chapter, Chapman - professional Charlene Curd, Clara with lace motif and fitted
a member of the interna- affairs; Dr. Ruth Cole - Eagle, Gels Ellis, Sue at the wrist with lace
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Memorial Service Conducted

Educators Meet At Kenlake

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Mark Beane
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We Still Have A Good Selection of

Frozen Vegetables
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oGround Beef Patties
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Sides of Choice Beef
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the 250,000 species
of flowering plants, there
are just two that don't
need water from the soil.
h One is the pygmy cedar
Wend the other is the copes
•plant of the Sahara. Both
take all the moisture they
ficiin the night air.

•

$
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From the Very beginning loved the concept of everyday **him and personal counseling. I needed that constant encouragement I hod tried so many other diets with little success Now
I'm hopper arid healthier. and I've learned to stay that way.
Rondo began to diet in lune-whmi she returned to school the
students and fellow teachers couldn't believe how slim she looked. Rondo heard one of her students remark "Is that As. Cunningham? She must hove lest 1,000 lbs. this summer. Rook
learned also how to eat ereperfy and will never be overweight
09020

bends$1 59

!Ill N. 3rd St.
Only
W

We Accept Feed
WNW

1

"The Natural Way to Lose Weiliht!"

Our New Location
"The Village"

Losisic
459l04 AT THE

DIET
‘
CENTER

641 N. 753-0020 Murray, Ky.

nape

Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray."

NI

01 all

Diet Center has turned my world and the world of my family
into a world of sunshine. The counselors are fantastic! I was
never hungy. The diet is totally sound nutritionally.
Jackie began to diet in April right before school was finished.
She lost 60 pounds during the simmer and went bock to school
in August looking totally different
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Community Events

i4L17

Monday,Sept.28
Friendship Sunday
School Class of Westaide
Baptist Church will meet
at 7 p.m. at the home of
Judy Smotherman.

Wednesday,Sept.30
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior
Citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Douglas at noon.

Overeaters Anonymous
will meet at noon in the
biuement of Baptist Student Center, Waldrop and
ChestnutStreets.

Frames Drake
FOR TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, um
Wtwed et day will tomes:- Power within Yourself. aesr
Recovery, Inc., will
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Captain D's
Presents the

ALL
YOU
CAN
EAT

Mon.-Tues. & Wed.

FISH FEAST
$299
Choose Regular
Fish or our
Country Style

Our AU You Can Eat Feast
Includes Crisp Fries,
Creamy Cole Slaw ond
Hontemade Hushpuppies.

Murray & Mayfield
III N. 12th
Murray, Ky.
7519313
Don't Forget Our Chipper Special
$199
2 Chippers For 40

Fri. & Sat. & Sun.

Hand pith your Christmas
diamonds now from our
$store inventory.
n elesters,sets,
rctiic
spillable, wedding bonds,
pendants.endowing:
Huge discounts ond
free bonus gift

SEPTEMBER ONLY

Creative Marketing

Faculty Members
Write For Magazine
Two faculty members
at Murray State University wrote the cover article
for a recent edition of
Veterinary Economics, a
management magazine
for veterinarians.
Dr. Gary R. Brockway
and Dr. Phillip B. Niffenegger, both associate
professors of marketing
and business administration, collaborated on the
article titled "Do
Veterinarians Need Computers?"
Their article was based
on a computer feasibility
study in which
veterinarians were asked
to give their views about

a proposed computer
system and the place it
might eventually occupy
in the profession.
They concluded the
marketing potential for
computer systems is
limited because of its
perceived cost as compared to the size of the
average veterinary
clinic, although the need
is generally recognized.
Their study also indicated the market for
the proposed system will
continue to grow in the
future.
Niffenegger joined the
Murray State faculty in
1975 and Brockway in
1976.

Ray Harm

Just For You
Wildlife artist, to be our guest of honor
Just for you we invited Ray Harm, extraordinary
Thursday, October 1st, from 5:30 p.m.
on
g
Openin
at a reception to celebrate our Grand
until 9:00 p.m.
that he works only from life. "I never use
The Frame House Gallery artist will tell you
"I am the only wildlife artist who does
says.
he
props,"
other
photographs, dead animals or
s in their natural environment are .so
this so extensively, but the living animals or,bird
challenging that I cannot even conso
vibrant with life, and getting them to "hold still"
ceive of working any other way."
appearances Ray has helped raise hunThrough public service programs and personal
groups and causes and has been ination
dreds of thousands of dollars for various conserv
wildlife soncturories.
strumental in actually saving and establishing
divides his time between, ranching, field
and
Arizona
in
ranch
his
Today Ray lives on
s and personal appearances to meet
lecture
research, painting and touring the country for
his collectors.
ors, meet or say "hello" to Ray, and
So come on in, collectors, and would-be collect
door prizes and one Grand Prise —
for
help us celebrate our Grand Opening and register
framed print of Ray Harms'"Gray Fox."
pair — a Robin and a Blue Jay. As well as a
We will have Ray's latest release which is a
any print that is purchased during Ray's
frame
will
we
few of some of his other prints, and
price of framing.
appearance with a 25% discount off the regular

HERE IS YOUR
BONUS GIFT
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FLOATING HEART
on 15" Serpentine
14K Gold Chain

)

Your Invited to Meet

FREE

With Any Diamond Purchase
or Loyawo of $200 or More

BLACKFORD HOUSE
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Pou•er Of Gorernor
fr

Questioned By Study
Associated Press writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP —
Although it has been assumed in
Kentucky that the governor is
among the most powerful chief executives in the nation, a recent
study indicates this is a
misconception.
Based on the criteria used by a
University of North Carolina
researcher, Professor Thad
Beyle, this state's governor is surpassed by at least 28 other governors in various powers and six
other governors are equal to him
in authority.
The administratiop of Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr. has been eager to
disseminate the results of the
study because it wants to refute
the notion of a Kentucky governor's dominance.
Brown has endorsed a proposed
constitutional amendment which
would allow him, all other
statewide elective officers and
sheriffs to succeed themselves for
a second four-year term. Kentuckians will vote on the amendment in November.
Opponents of the amendment
have relied heavily on the argument that the governor is too
powerful already.
In his report, issued last July,
Beyle drew up a combined index
of the formal powers of governors.
He used five categories, each
counting for a maximum of five
points.
The Kentucky governor received three points for tenure potential, well below the majority of
states.
This is due to the fact that the
state constitution permits only one
term, an inherent limitation on
power.
In appointive powers, the Kentucky governor received four
points, which was above average
for all states.
It was in budget authority that
the Kentucky governor received a
"perfect" ranking of five — but so
did most states.
Rather surprisingly, the Kentucky governor scored only two
points on organization powers,
below average for all states.
Events during Brown's tenure
so far tend to confirm that he is
not in undisputed command of
shuffling or reorganizing
agencies.
The governor has been challenged on his effort to take some
functions from the Agriculture
Department, his attempt to
recreate the Public Service Commission by executive order and
his drive to change cash management practices in which the state
treasurer has a role.

•

Capitol Ideas

In the final category, veto
powers, the Kentucky governor
received four points, below the
average for all states.
However, this ranking will drop
in coming years because of a
previously-approved constitutional amendment which allows
the legislature to stay in session
longer to override a governor's
veto.
The Beyle study shows that of
the 28 states where a governor has
greater authority than Kentucky's
chief executive, all except two
allow a governor to succeed
himself.
To the delight of amendment advocates, the survey also said that
of the 14 most recent states changing from a one-term gubernatorial
restriction to succession, all except one permitted the succession
to apply to the incumbent
governor.
Amendment opponents in Kentucky have argued that Brown
should have exempted himself
from succession, and some have
said erroneously that other states
invariably take that route.
Beyle also reported that nine of
the 14 states switching to
succession have been southern —
with only Kentucky, Mississippi
and Virginia remaining
unchanged.
In the total index of Beyle's
report, New York's governor
ranks highest with 24 of a possible
25.
Kentucky's governor gets 18
points, and only 15 states are
below that mark.
At the bottom is South Carolina,
with only 10 on the index, just
behind Texas with 11 and
Mississippi with 12.

Business
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By TOM RAUM

all his life when, after a term as
mayor of Omaha, he ran for the
Senate in 1976 — as a Democrat.
When Republicans gained control
of the Senate in 1980, Zorinsky said
he might switch back.
Nebraska Republicans were
unenthusiastic. Saying "I'm not
accustomed to going to parties
I'm not invited to," Zorinsky
decided to stay a Democrat.
Byrd, in the Senate since 1965, is
the only political independent now
in Congress, although he meets
with the Democratic Caucus and
votes most of the time with
Republicans.
Aisle crossers don't all end up in
Congress. The most celebrated
party switcher, a one-time
Democrat who became a
Republican, now occupies the
White House.
House Majority Leader Jim
Wright, D-Texas, praised Sugar
Ray Leonard in a House floor
speech as one of boxing's "four
all-time great champions."
Wright, a high school Golden
Gloves champion who boasts of
being something of a boxing
authority, proceeded to list the
other three: Jack Johnson, Sugar
Ray Robinson and Muhammad
An.
"Joe Louis, What about Joe
Louis?" other members began
shouting.
Wright looltefoined.
'Joe Louis — meant to say that
there are five truly outstanding,"
Wright said.
"I have never been good at
counting," he apologized.

By S.C. VAN CURON

Brown Acting Like Politician
FRANKFORT — Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. is beginning to act like
a politican with a specific goal in
mind, particularly within the last
few weeks.
The timing of these actions are a
bit unusual in that he isn't a candidate for office this year or next.
Too, he promised the electorate
when he ran for office that he
would run state government like a
business and keep politics out of
government. Much to his credit he
has eliminated practicall4 all
politics from the governor's office
and state government as the
average citizen has known it in the,
past.
The governor doesn't have a
hatchet man in the Capitol trying
to oust employees who may have
opposed him in the past or whahas
to clear every new employee
politically,from the day laborer to

Granville On Move

Switch Club Growing
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Although Rep. Bob Stump of
Arizona is the most recent
member of Congress to switch
parties, he's joining a fairly
sizable club of aisle-crossers.
After resisting invitations from
Republicans for years, Democrat
Stump announced last week that
he'll run on the GOP ticket starting next year.
But he said he'd wait until June
to make the switch official — to
preserve his current committee
assignments.
He joins Rep. Peter Peyser, DN.Y., and Sens. Strom Thurmond,
R-S.C., Donald W. Riegle, DMich., Edward Zorinsky, D-Neb.,
and Harry F. Byrd, I-Va. They,
too, elected to switch.
Peyser was a Republican from
1971-77, was out of the House for
two years after making an unsuccessful bid for the Senate and then
came back in 1979 as a Democrat,
reclaiming his old seat.
Thurmond bolted the
Democratic Party in .1948 while
governor of South Carolina to run
for president as a third-party
"States Rights" candidate but
returned to the fold and won election to the Senate in 1954 as a
Democrat. In 1964 he switched to
Republican.
Riegle served in the House as a
Republican from 1967-73 and then
became a Democrat. He won
another House term in 1974 — as a
Democrat — and in 1976 was
elected to the Senate, still as a
Democrat.
Zorinsky had been a Republican

20 Ipars Ago

By CHET CURRIER_

NEW YORK (AP) — Watch out,
world. Joseph Granville has gone
international.
The controversial market
forecaster, who stood Wall Street
on its ear last January with a "sell
everything" recommendatiort,
dropped a similar bombshell over
Britain last week.
Granville, interviewed on a
radio program broadcast in London on Wednesday, forecast a
steep drop in British share prices,
catching the ear of many traders
just before they headed for their
offices in the City.
That day prices on the London
Stock Exchange posted their second largest decline on record,
and Thursday they lost more

/tuck

)ctirs
Star-Lu Farms of Murray was
judged "Premier Exhibitor" at
the Tennessee Holstein Breeders
Show at the Tennessee State Fair.
The farms are owned and
operated by Mr. and Mrs. Charles
B. Starks and family.
Deaths reported included Bennett L. Wheeler, 64, Java Cathey,
78, Ellie Sirrurons, 62, Charlie
Snow,67,and J. W.Glisson.
Mrs. Wallace Ford of the Gamma Omicron Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi and Mrs. Harold
Wilkinson of the Hazel Woman's
Club, were pictured presenting
checks from-their groups to Mrs.
James Rudy Allbritten, treasurer,
for the benefit of the Kentucky
Chapter of the Arthritis Foundation.
Rhonda Garland and Nick Hibbard were recognized as the two
top swimmers of the year on the
Murray-Calloway County Club's
swimming team.
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ground. Within 48 hours, the
market dropped by some $10
billion.
As with Granville's U.S. sell
recommendation early this year,
there seemed to be an element of
self-fulfilling prophecy in the
whole affair.
The moment he predicted a
decline, the hordes of his followers
known as -Granville groupies"
apparently made it a reality by inundating the market with sell
orders.
"I report fires, I don't set
them," Granville maintained in
an interview with Press Association, Britain's domestic news
agency. But he also acknowledged, I added a bit of fuel to the
flames."
At tbe same time, Granville
made his views clear on the bear
market in U.S. securities by
predicting that the Dow Jones industrial average, now in the 800s,
could fall to between 550 and 650
by the end of next year.
In a few hours of trading on the
day he said that, the average
tumbled more than 15 points,
before recovering to finish the session with a loss of 4.76.
For several months early this
year, Granville appeared to be
very far out on a tenuous limb
with his January prediction of a
market decline. Although the Dow
Jones industrials fell 23.80 on Jan.
7, the day after he switched from
bullish to bearish, they were back
up by late April to an eight-year
high.
Since then, however, they have
taken a precipitous drop, bearing
out the substance of his forecast if
not its timing. Granville, at least,
is chalking it up as another correct call.
"True to the documentation of
my theory, the news is fast catching up with the sell signal of
eight months ago," he declared in
his Sept. 19 market letter.
And Granville's "shows and appearances" seem to be as flamboyant as ever. A recent gathering in Memphis, Tenn., opened
with a performance by a belly
dancer to dramatize the fact that,
in Granville's words,"this market
in 1981 went belly up."
The more conventional Wall
Street community still shudders
at such showmanship. After the
Granville selloff in London,
analyst Newton Zinder at E.F.
Hutton & Co. - a firm where
Granville once worked —
remarked:
"In merry old England they used to behead people for lesser
offenses."

the departmental executives.
However, there is an understanding among his key executives
that a person should be a
Democrat to receive a nice appointment or be a close friend of
the governor. Politics has always
worked that way and that much
has stayed with Brown.
The governor is beginning to
make wrsonal appearances
around the state, something he
has shunned or hasn't had time for
in the past. For example he was in
Northern Kentucky recently and
said he can't build a road from
Alexander to Ashland, but if he
could, that is one he would build.
During the last gubernatorial
campaign, Brown's chief opponent, Terry McBrayer, said he
would build the road if elected.
This is a road some people in
Northern Kentucky along the
river would like to see built, but
the chances of one ever being built
in this state are extremely slim.
Reason for this is that U.S. 52, a
four-lane road across the Ohio
River in Ohio parallels this proposed route. Federal matching
dollars would be hard to come by
to build a duplicate almost so very
close.
Nevertheless, such an announcement from Brown sounded
good to people all the way from
Ashland to Covington.
Then, recently the governor announced $13 million in highway
construction projects in Fayette
County without any advance
notice or fanfare.
He announced some projects for
Pike Cunty and some others in the
state.
One of his more significant ac
tions recently was his attendance
at the political fund raiser for
Harvey Sloan at Democrat Headquarters in Frankfort where he
warmly endorsed Sloan for mayor
of Louisville. Brown's Transportation Secretary Frank Metts has
openly opposed Sloan. Metts' wife
is Kentucky's national committeewoman for the Democrat Party. Larry Townsend is another
Brown stalwart who opposes
Sloan.
The governor didn't wince when
Ed Prichard said in his talk at the
meeting that persons holding party office should resign if they do
not intend to support Sloan, the
pasrty candidate. Loyal party
members are morally bound to
support the party nominees in
November, at least by custom.
When a person signs his papers as
a candidate in a primary election,

he signs a pledge that he will support the party nominee in
November.
All of the incidents and announcements are the role of the
politician.
Since Brown isn't running for
any office for next year, what
political link could there be?
There's a constitutional amendment on the ballot in November
that, if passed, will permit the
governor and all other statewide
elected officers succeed
themselves for one term in office.
Brown has endorsed this
amendment.
Could this be the reason he is acting like a politician?
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30 lears Ago
Bonnie Volson, Mildred
Ragsdale, Jo Cleta Williams, and
Otho Linton were instructors for
the senior life saving course con'ducted by the Calloway County
Chapter of the American Red
Cross at the Murray State College
swimming pool.
Pvt. Walter Robinson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Robinson,
completed his basic training at
Lackland Air force Base, San Antonio, Texas.
Births reporincluded a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. 'R"ennan Witty,
Sept. 21, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Steele,Sept. 23,and a boy to
Mr.and Mrs-Banel Key,Sept. 23.
Cpl. Joe Rogers, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hafford Rogers, was serving
at Fort Campbell.
Items included in a grocery ad
for U-Tote-Em were chum
salmon, No. 1 tall can, 39 cents,
and Wesson oil, pint bottle, 33
cents.

Heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If
you have a question or a problem
not answered in these columns,
write to Heartline, 114 East
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt'
reply, but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope.
The most useful replies will be
printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: Our family feels
that we will have to put our father
in a nursing home sometime in the
near future. We hate to have to
take this step, but have examined
all other possibilities and can
come up with nothing else. We
really need some basic information on nursing facilities and the
rights of patients and medical
care provided. Any information at

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Sept. 28, the
271st day of 1981. There are 94
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Sept. 28, 1924, two U.S. Army
planes landed in Seattle, Wash.,
completing the first round-the-

Army Specialist Five Jerry W.
Weaver, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James R. Weaver, was serving
with the Eighth Infantry Division,
Wiesbaden,Germany.
Deaths reported included Alice
Paschall, 40, and Mrs. Ed Wilson,
62.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital included a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Warren D. Mathis and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Ross.
Lou Bryant, daughter of Major
and Mrs. John Bryant, was named
as football queen by the football
squad at Murray High School for
the homecoming game with
Fulton Sept. 29. Mitzi Ellis,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M. C.
Ellis, and Leah Caldwell,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Codie
Caldwell, were named as queen
attendants.

world flight.
On this date: In 1950,Indonesia
was admitted to the United Nations.
In 1953, The Roman Catholic
Primate of Poland, Cardinal
Wyszynsiti was arrested.
In 196s, a volcano erupted 35
miles south of Manila in Philippines, killing at least 184 people.
And in 1972, Japan and China
agreed to end the state of war between them and to establish
diplomatic relations.
Ten years ago: Hungarian Cardinal Jcrzsef Mindszenty flew to
Rome, ending 15 years of asylum
in the U.S. Mission building in
Budapest, Hungary.
Five years ago: The British
government faced a new crisis as
the pound fell to the equivalent of
$1.64, its lowest point to that date.
One year ago: Iraq claimed that
its troops had advanced 50 miles
inside Iran, but reports from
Tehran denied the claim.
Today's birthday: CBS chairman William Paley is 80.
Thought For Today: Give me
the ready hand rather than the
ready tongue. — Giuseppe
Garibaldi, Italian patriot 18071882.

all would be very helpful, as we
want the best that we can afford.
M.F.
ANSWER: As part of its continuing effort to improve the
public's understanding of the nursing home industry, the National
Council of Health Centers has just
released a newly prepared Statement of Business Practices for
Nursing Facilities.
Drafted by the Council's Board
of Directors, with input from
NCHC member companies, the
Statement contains recommendations and guidelines intended to inform facilities, patients and their
families about business practices
as they apply to long-term care
facilities.
Included in the Statement are
suggestions on how to provide
health care in keeping with an individual's human dignity, different methods of ensuring that
patient needs are met adequately
and practical advice on how to acquaint the public with a facility's
operations and involve families in
patient care planning.
The statement outlines the
rights of the individual — both
constitutional and as legislated
under federal, state and local laws
— and affirms the adhering facility's voluntary commitment to
uphold those rights. It also explains the obligations of facilities
in terms of providing physical and
medical care, and covers financial matters,such as patient funds
and charges.
Founded in 1969, NCHC
represents investor-owned
multifacility health care corporations operating a variety of
facilities, primarily nursing
homes. Members have more than
130,000 nursing care beds.
Headline has reviewed this
pamphlet, and finds that it is a
very valuable and informative
statement for persons now in a
long-term care facility or desiring
information about such facilities.
For a copy of the pamphlet,
write to the National Council of
Health Centers, 2600 Virginia Ave.
NW., Suite 915, Washington, DC
20037.
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WALT MART
Opening Soon In Murray, KY

1
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•

Wal Mart has
lower everyday
prices,plus more!
Shopping at Wal-Mart
meansthat your
satisfaction is
always guaranteed!
If you're not satisfied with
a purchase from Wal-Mart
please return it.
We will fix it,
exchange it,
make an
adjustment or
cheerfully
refund your
money.
Wal-Mart is
friendly
courteous
people
who go out
of their way
to make sure
you find
exactly what
you're
looking for.

Ir41\ IPT

Wal-Mart Welcomes your
Master Charge and
Visa cards.
IENNZ0111

WaHillart Means Top Quality
Name Brand Merchandise
36 Full-line departments with
literally thousands of name brand
items-all the names you know
and trust at super low discount
prices every day.

Wal-Mart's convenient
No-Service-Charge
Layaway Plan helps you
stay within your budget!
Our layaway plan is simple,just
make a low down payment and
regular payments you can afford.

Shop And Compare, You'll See

•

Simply present your
VISA
Visa or Master
Charge card to
MasterCard
our courteous
checkout people

Our convenient location
makes shopping easier!

At Wal-Mart everything is under
one roof and the savings are
wall to wall every single day.
121wo"ss

7
11:1 WAL-MART

ARCADIA CIR

CHESTNUT

We Really Do Sell For Less EVERY DAY!

Opening Soon In

Murray,KY

WALT MART

U.S. Hwy.641 North
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Racers Rally Again

•

IN THERE! — Murray State's Marcus Moss crashes in for the winning
touchdown in Saturday's 15-10 victory over Tennessee Tech.

TOPSIE TURVEY —
Murray State's defense
was up and down all right
against Tennessee Tech.
(Above) Ronald Hopkins
(48) gives a Golden Eagle
a bird's eye view of the
Stewart' Stadium turf
and (below) MSU tackle
Donnie Wilson (67) clinches the game with an
upside-down sack with
less than a minute left in
the game.

MSU-Tech game
photos by Jim &
Liz Rector and
John Salerno

MSU Takes Firsts In OVC Preview
In a preview meet for
the Ohio Valley Conference cross country
championships, both the
Racers and the Lady
Racers finished first in
the Kentucky Intercollegiate Cross Country
Championships at Bowling Green Saturday.
Murray State's men
took four of the top six

places to out-run Western
Kentucky (35), Eastern
Kentucky (78), Louisville
(101) and Morehead State
(133). MSU's winning
total was 24. Chris Bunyan won the
overall race setting a new
course record at 24:44
over the five-mile run.
The Lady Racers competed against WKU and

Morehead State, and won
with a two-point margin
over the Hilltoppers, 2830. Morehead State was
third with 75.
Wendy Slaton finished
first for MSU with a 19:23
third place overall performance. Other MSU
runners were Dianne
Stewart, fourth place;
Kelly Wilson, sixth.

7534866

804 Chestnut

The Ek•st Pizza In Town'Honest

Announces
"The Great
Gatti's"
I
Tuesday Night _
Spaghetti Special 11

PETIZZA
Luncheon Pins
Our S 1/2 Petizza
with ony three toppings

daisisas
Ms rift pasta teapot WA
mew swat and mimed alli bay pee
- brad. Pamathraly peramet

$169

With Dinner
Salad S1.99

111

With Wad

Every Tan*light

P4Ottly

4:00 p.m.-9:

...mioniolor.imael.-005.041erre MO

0
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Sane coaches will do
anything to sell tickets.
Take Frank Beamer,
Murray State's head football coach,for instance.
Saturday Beamer conducted his fourth straight
win which just happened
to be the Racers' fourth
consecutive come-frombehind victory this
season. It's almost getting to be old hat.
Every week MSU gets
behind and relies on some
last-ditch heroics to pull
off another win.
Beamer may be selling
tickets, but if the Racers
keep winning like they
did against Tennessee
Tech, they may be losing
fans in the near future. I
understand the aggregate
blood pressure of Murray
skyrocketed over the
weekend-somewhere
close to the critical stage
around 9:45 p.m. Saturday night.
It was about that time
the Racers began their
rally with 3:40 remaining
in the ballgame and 78
yards separating them
from a 10-9 loss.
Senior quarterback
Gino Gibbs and tailback
Marcus Moss decided to
do something special for
the record 16,300 fans and
literally picked the Tech
defense apart.
Gibbs hit Moss with an
11-yardpass,then hugged
a keeper around the right
side for five more. A clipping penalty stalled the
Racers momentarily, but
that was just an addition
for dramatic purposes.
Gibbs came back with a
26-yard strike to wide
receiver Stan Trice
before bootlegging
around the left side for
another five-yard gain.
Time for another
dramatic pause - Gibbs
misses wingback John
Walsh with his text toss.
Tech's linebackers
begin dropping back by
now, anticipating a sure
pass situation with third
and five and the clock
bleeding away.
"The reason we had
Marcus(Moss) in on that
last drive was because
Nick (Nance) was out
with a hip-pointer and
was unable to go full
speed," explained MSU
offensive co-ordinator
Mike O'Cain. "We saw
how Tech had been drop-

Covering
All Fields
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

ping their linebackers
back o n us, giving a
cushion, and we tried to
get it to Marcus over the
middle and let him go
one-on-one with those
guys in the secondary.
During that last drive it
was his sheer ability that
turned that little pass into
a 27-yard gain."
Moss, a freshman, captured the partisan hearts
in Stewart Stadium
Saturday night when he
slashed to the Golden
Eagles' 19 yard line, and
after a Gibbs pass to Bart
Robinson took the ball to
the one-yard line, he
smashed through the
Tech pack for the winning
six.
The comeback, 15-10,
triumph was especially
heartwarming for the
MSU offensive corps
which had been—s-poratic
the past two games and
was pleased to pull its
own weight for once.
"We didn't make a
whole lot of changes last
week," O'Cain said. "We
just made the changes
more important to the
team, that's all. We felt it
was up to us coaches to
make sure the players
gave 100 percent every

CCFIS'girls cross country squad placed fifth in a
field of nine teams with
Patty Doyle's 24th place
finish being the best on
the Lady Lakers' squad.
Andrea Hudgins finished
Mb, Stacy Taylor was
27th, Stephanie Wuest
was 28th and Jeane Rule
placed 31d.
The Lady Lakers
scored 135 points as compared to Ft. Campbell's
wiiming total of 32.
CCHS' junior varsity
team suffered its first
defeat in seven matches
when at Lakers fell to
fifth in the eight-team JV
field.
Tuesday the 'Akers
travel to Union County
for a dual meet and then
host a tri-meet Thursday
with Trigg and Marshall
Counties.
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Coming Soon To Murray
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DC,DALE CARNEGIE
COURSE

RININilINV
Rudolph's Service Specials
72126.12*SL

Murray, Ky.

753-0595

We're No. 1 In Service

Rudolph's
Promise

CCHS Cross
Country Squad
Places Third
Calloway County High
School's cross country
team placed third in a
field of eight teams Saturday in the Providence Invitational.
Trigg County won the
overall team honors with
37 points and Ft. Campbell placed second with
46. CCHS earned third
with 80.
The Lakers' five pointfinishers were Paul
Vought, ninth (17:39);
Mike Garrison, 11th
(17:51); Mark Thorn,
15th (1814); Ernie
O'Brian, 22nd (18:54);
and Mike Wicker, 23rd
(18:58).

halfback pass to tight end receivers and Gibbs all
Shedrick Blacmon good graded in the "winners"
for 14 yards. Plus, he add- catagory.
ed 54 yards in kickoff Next week MSU chases
returns on three carries. after its fifth win and
194 jell
"That had to be the best third conference victory
offensive football game when the Racers post a
we've played this year. homestand against
We played good, hard- Morehead State, a 20-7
nosed football and we had loser to Middle Tennessee
more players grade out on Saturday. The game
as winners afterwards will begin at 1:30 p.m. at
than we've had all year," Stewart Stadium.
O'Cain said. The former Tennessee Tech (1-2)
Clemson quarterback will host non-conference
play. Saturday we had said after the films were foe UT—Martin before
everyone going till the graded Sunday morning beginning a threewhistle blew. Last week all but one lineman, all conference stretch with
we had guys throwing but one back, both tight Akron,Western Kentucky
blocks and then laying ends, three or four wide and Morehead State.
around and watching the
rest of the play. We knew
we couldn't be a great
team and have performances like that."
What is the Dale Carnegie Course?
Few Racers were
caught napping offensiveHow can it benefit you?
ly against Tech as the
Dale Carnegie training brings men and women the
MSU ball handlers rackinsight they need to reach out for greater personal
ed up 501 total yards with
fulfillment To each one of our graduates it offers
a 6.3 yards-per-play
many different benefits. For some it develops selfaverage.
assurance and confidence in their ability to cope ef
Gibbs, named cofectively with
s challenges For others, it means
new enthusiasm on eagerness to meet and solve
Offensive Player of the
problems For most it offers new personal skills for
Week in the Ohio Valley
getting along with people presenting ideas effec
Conference for his game
tively, and communicating with others in groups or
against Southeast
individually
Missouri, will be in conIt offers you all these benefits and more
tention again this week
•New competence in decision making
for the honor after
•New freedom from boredom and worry
rushing 17 times for 78
3New perspectives toward work ond family.
'New appreciation of others,
yards and completing 17
'New motivation
of 30 passesfor 270 yards,
'New interest in people knowledge e iperrence
including a 67-yard TD
For
complete information about The Dole Carnegie
strike to Walsh.
Course Now Forming in Murray Call .The Murray
Moss, who garnished
Calloway County Chamber of Commerce 753.5171
Rookie of the Week
honors in that same
SEMO contest, should
also be in line for repeat
honors after he rushed
Presented By Charles D. Eubank and Associates Inc.
seven times for 36 yards
Spenro,rd b, ii,, Mwroy Co,11•••,(0 (Aerobe, of Commerce
and one TD and hauled in
five aerials for 59 yards.
And don't forget his

•We Do Professional Work
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'Untouchable' Curveball Helps Out

1
4
144111

Ryan Re-Writes No-Hit Mark
"When Ryan's
curveball is working, he
is untouchable,"
Williams had said after
one of Ryan's earlier pitching gems. The way he
looked today, it's only a
matter of time."
Los Angeles Manager
Tommy Lssorda could
only agree after the
Dodgers became the victims for Ryan's recordbreaking no-hitter.
"The outstanding
breaking ball he had was
what really did us in,"
Lasorda said. -When

HOUSTON (AP) Former Montreal Expos
Manager Dick Williams
made a prediction more
than a month ago: "It's
only a matter of time
before Nolan Ryan gets
another no-hitter."
Williams, whose Expos
escaped no-hit bids by
Ryan on Aug. 19 and Sept.
4, became a prophet
Saturday when Ryan
thrilled 32,115 Astrodome
fans with his fifth career
no-hitter in a 5-0 victory
over I.xe Angeles.

Nolan Ryan gets his
breaking ball over the
plate to go along with his
tremendous fastball, he's
just awesome.
"It's really hard to imagine a guy pitching five
no-hitters. I saw two of
Sandy Koufax's, and I'd
compare them with what
I saw today. Sandy could
overpower and dominate
hitters just like Ryan
did."

he formerly shared with
Koufax. Ryan set a major
league record of 383
strikeouts in one season
in 1973, breaking
Koufax's record of 382.
"I'm the only one since
Koufax to have a chance
at this record, but I don't
compare myself to him,"
Ryan said. "He was the
most overpowering pitcher I've ever seen. I
thought it was a great
honor when I broke his
Ryan now holds the ma- strikeout record, and I
jor league record for have the same feeling
career no-hitters, which now."

SEC Follows Grid Trend Of Last Four
Years With Four Teams Contending
in a regionally televised
game.
No. 17 Georgia, the
defending national champion with a 1-0 mark in
the SEC, stepped outside
the conference Saturday
to blank South Carolina
24-0.
There is only one conference game on this
week's agenda - Florida
at Louisiana State.
Alabama and Ole Miss
collide in Tuscaloosa, but
the game does not count
in the conference standings since it is a seventh
league outing for each.
All SEC teams currently
play only six conference
games that count in the
standings. "
In other SEC action
Saturday, Auburn will
visit Nebraska, Clemson
is at Kentucky, Vanderbilt at Miami of Florida
and Mississippi State
takes on unbeaten
Missouri at Jackson.

By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
If the Southeastern
Conference follows its
trend of the last four
seasons, only four teams
remain in contention for
the league title and a
berth in the Sugar Bowl
game.
Each SEC champion in
the last four seasons has
gone undefeated in
conference competition,
and with midseason still
two weeks away, three
nationally ranked teams
sport perfect records and
one other team Mississippi - has yet to
open league warfare.
Tenth -ranked
Alabama, which has won
eight of the last 10 SEC
titles, is 3-0 after a 28-7
victory over Vanderbilt
on Saturday night. No. 12
Mississippi State lifted its
league mark to 2-0 with a
28-7 conquest of Florida

The schedule for area
independents has Florida
State at Ohio State,
Marshall at Louisville,
Memphis State at
Virginia Tech, Northeast
Louisiana at Louisiana
Tech, Texas-Arlington at
Southern Mississippi and
Tulane at Rice.
Alabama's defense
scored a safety and two
touchdowns on a 79-yard
interception return by
Benny Perrin and a 33yard fumble return by
Russ Wood in handing
Vandy its 32nd consecutive SEC setback.
Michael Haddix scored
twice for Mississippi
State as the Bulldogs took
advantage of six Florida
turnovers. All-American
Herschel Walker
rambled for 176 yards
and two scores in
Georgia's victory.
In other SEC games,
Tennessee trimmed

Auburn 10-7; Arkansas
gave Ole Miss its first setback 27-13 with the clincher coming on Danny
Walters' 87-yard interception return late in
the game; Alan Risher
hurled two scoring passes
as L.SU beat Rice 28-14;
and Walter Mack scored
from the two with 25
seconds left to lift Kansas
over Kentucky,21-16.
Fourth-ranked Texas,a
wishbone team, went to
the pass to edge No. 14
Miami of Florida, 14-7.
Rick McIvor hurled a 45yard TD pass and set up
another score with a 58yard pass out of his end
zone.
In other games involving independents, Memphis State beat Georgia
Tech 28-15; Missouri
clubbed Louisville 34-3;
and Southern Mississippi
won its third straight with
a 17-10 triumph over
_Richmond.

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Baseball
Standings

NAITONAL LEAGUE
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990$
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24 21
533
11-1
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21 24
467
414
New York
21 Z
457
5
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391
8
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• 16
657
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Z 11
122
1 1n
Sim Francon°
Z 19
578
314
14sis Angeles
24 12
522
Atlanta
23 24
467 114
SAW Diego
13 14
277 174
1-First-half division winner
&Away's Games
Meanie] 4, New York 2
M.Laais 5, Pittsburgh 3
Pliatelphia at Chicago. ppd. rain
Hallam 5, Las Angeles 0
Canneati 2, Atlanta 0
Sea Francisco 6, San Diego 5
Saedey's GOLDS
Philadelphia 54, Chicago 2-14
New York 2, Montreal 1
(leeneettf 4, Atlanta 2
Stands 7, Pittsburgh 5
Son Francisco 7, San Diego 3
Hawke 4, La Angeles
liandey's Games
Chicago IGriefin 2-4 and Mart: 54) at
Pittsburgh (Bibby 6-3 and Rhoden 6-4.2
(a)
New York (Lynch 4-4) at Philadelphia
(Nola 311 (a)
Lae Angeles (Ram 1-31 at Atlanta
(Whist 14)(n)
Sao ?random (Griffin Fa, at curls,
esti (Patna 4.71 ( n)
MiesIrsal (Saisierson 94) at Silos=
(Martin 64)(n)
Sea Diego (Eichelberger 14) at Horan (Knauer 1-41)0)
Taralay's Games
Las Angeles at Atlanta In)
New Yort at Philadelphia In)
Chicago at Pittsburgh (n)
Sae Francisco at Cincinnati /n)
*areal at St Louts In)
San Diego at Hada (n

Saimi MIit loam
AMMAN LW=
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W L
Pd. GB
Jr
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r 11
Manakile
0$a
574
Bata
ii
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1
Bakker,
Di
z-New Yak
34 21
133 3
Clevaland
9994
411
Tarantoa 33
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a-Gadded
13 21
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4111
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Cleveland 7, Beim
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Califorrio I, twat,3
Ookland 1, Chimp 1
New York I. kilson 4
Seattle 4, Kam atzelms
Snalers
Detroit 2, lifilwaaket 1
Chwelsed k Beata 7, 11 dap
New 'fart S, Baltimere 2
Miasma 5, Teas 2
Keane Qty IS, Seattle
Chimp FM,Oaldomt 14,
To 4. Callheak 3
Nomitre Games
Kamm City (Lemma 11-11) at lip
mote (Hamm 341
New York (Romeeltal 44) it Clovoiond
(Braman 141(a)
Manors (Palmer 74)at Dutra (Cap.
poseelle 14)1.)
&atm (Timms 341) at Waukee (Sip
$41
Teas (lisseaue 134) at IWO'(AM
bee 4-71 (0)
Widen.(Whin 64) at Chimp Moot
14)(0)
Ody paw adwdelod

sn

s

ammo City
Thil
o
t=
"ils
Tomato at Oakknol
California at Clamp, I (a)
Mew York at (1114411=1 (a)
Baltimore at Lamed (a)
Bookie at Mii1ae(a)
Teas at Mettle (a)

Pro Football,
American Cataract
Entire Dalian
W L T PF PA PiTS
4 0
0 r 55 1 OM
Male
2 2 0 104 50 500
N.Y. Jets
1 3 1 71 117 250

Baltimore
New Englnd

1 3 0 70 122 50
0 4
0 73 104 000
Central Dinar
Cierinnsti
3 I
0 102 96 71/
2 2 0 108 96 503
Pittsburgh
Cleveland
0 65 87 503
2 2
Houston
2 2 0 63 77 500
Western Damon
3 I
San Diego
0 138 110 750
3 1
1(MISa3 City
0 107 99 750
3 1
Deriver
09954720
2 2
Oakland
0 63 45 500
I 3
Seattle
0 511 77 250
National Conference
Eastern Division
4 0
Dallas
0 109 SS 1 ON
Philadelphia
4 0 0 93 40 I 000
N.Y, Giants
2 2 0 57 56 500
1 3 0 74 100 250
St Louts
0 4
Washington
0 60 i19 000
Central Divon
2 2 0 r 71
Detroit
500
Minnesota
2 2 0 79 94 500
2 2 0 641 70 500
Taint,' Bay
1 2 0 54 61
333
Chicago
1 3 0 69 105 250
Green Bay
Western Diwuica
31
0 109 62 750
Atlanta
2 2 0 83 89 500
San Franco
L011 Angeles
0 72 73 333
1 2
1 3
New Orlans
0 44 65 250
Striday's Germ
Cleveland Z. Atlanta 17
Cincinnati 77. Buffalo 24. cry
New York Jets 33, Houston 17
Pittsburgh 27, New England 21, (YT
Detroit It, Oakland 0
Philadelphia 36, Wastungton 13
Miami 31, Baltimore 28
Minnesota 30 Green Bay 13
Kansas Crty 20, Seattle 14
San Francisco 21, New Orleans 14
Dallas 18, New York Giants le
Tampa Bay 20. &JAWS 10
Denver 42, San Diego 24
Monday's Geese
Los Angeles at Chicago in)
Sunday, Oct. 4
Baltimore at Buffalo
Chicago at Minnesota
Dallas at &Aims
Green Bay at New York Giants
Kansas City at New England
San Francisco at Washington
Curunsti at Bataan
Pittsburgh at New Orleans
Cleveland at Los Angeles
Denver at Oakland
Detroit at Tampa Bay
New York Jets at Miami
Seattle at San Diego
Monday, Oct. 5
Atlanta at Philadelphia )11

Northside Independent Church
Fellowship Revival
Sun. Sept. 27 til Oct. 3rd.
Prayer Service 7:15
Revival Service 7:30

Special Singing Nightly
The Ford Family
The Kings' Sons & Others

Evonge!isti
Sept. 27 Bro. Howard Conner
Sept. 28 Bro William McKinney
Sept. 29 Sister Geraldine Baker
Sept. 30 Bro. Willard Beasley
Oct. 1 Bro. Greg Burton .
Oct. 2 Bro. Willie Harris
Oct. 3 Bro. Richard Holt
Bro. Eric & Sister Treva Kelleher will be singing directors
Located on Hwy. 1346 East of Dexter off Hwy.641

es.

wvvi,
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OVC SCORES
Eastern Kentucky 37, Akron 0
Middle Tennessee 20, Morehead 7
Murray State 15, Tennessee Tech
10
Western Kentucky 28, Austin
Peay 0
EAST
Army 23, Brown 17
California, Pa. 16, Slippery
Rock 0
Colgate 34, Cornell 10
Delaware 61, Princeton 8
Holy Cross 33, Harvard 19
Lafayette 28, Columbia 13
Lehigh 58,Penn 0
Massachusetts 10, Dartmouth 8
Syracuse 21, Indiana 7
W. Virginia 49, Colorado St. 3
Yale 27, Connecticut 18
SOUTH
Alabama 28, Vanderbilt 7
Arkansas 27, Mississippi 13
Citadel 34, Appalachian St. 20
Duke 29, Virginia 24
E. Carolina 28, Toledo 24
E. Tennessee St. 14, Marshall 10
Furman 31, W. Carolina 27
Georgia 24,S. Carolina 0
Louisiana St. 28, Rice 14
Maryland 34, N. Carolina St. 9
Memphis St. n, Georgia Tech
15
Mississippi St. 28, Florida 7
N. Carolina 56, Boston College
14
Tennessee 10, Auburn 7
Tennessee St. 48, Texas
Southern 25
Tn.-Chattanooga 10, Jacksonville St. 3
VMI 31, William & Mary 14
Virginia Tech 30, Wake Forest
14
FAR WEST
Arizona 37, Fullerton St. 16
Brigham Young 41, Colorado 20
Cent. Washington 17, Pacific,
Ore.0
Hawaii 21,Idaho6
Nev.-Las Vegas 32, Long Beach
St. 31
New Mexico 27, Air Force 10
Ohio St. 24,Skanford 19
San Joee St. 27, California 24
Southern Cal 28, Oklahoma 24
Washington 17, Oregon 3
Washington St. 24, Arizona St.
21

A four-mile marathon
race will be conducted
Oct. 17 at the Carlisle
County Park in Bardwell.
The race, beginning at 9
a.m. willbe sponsored by
the Carlisle County
United Way.
The four-mile course
will wind around several
streets in Bardwell and
race officials are expecting participants from
Western Kentucky,
Southern Illinois, and
Southeast Missouri.
The entry fee is 83 per
person and trophies and
ribbons will be given to
the first three places in
each of the men's and
women's division - under
20, 20-29, 30-39, 40-49, and
over 50.
Applications can be obtained at Dennison-Hunt
Athletics in Murray or
runners can sign up the
day of the race. For more
B
inaf4rnation contact
McNeill,842-2812.

Pastor: Gerald Miller

Ape 411. 414 • 114
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Most frustrated among
the Dodgers hitters was
left fielder Dusty Baker,
who argued with home
plate umpire Bruce
Froemming over several
calls and made the final
out of the game.
"I don't like having my
name on the scoreboard
in a game that made
history for Nolan Ryan,"
Baker said, "but I am
happy for him. He's a
great pitcher. I've seen
him throw harder, but
I've never seen him
throw better. I didn't
have a comfortable swing
all day."
Nor was Baker comfortable with some of
Froemming's calls.
"I thought a lot of the
calls were questionable
and he (Ryan) certainly
doesn't need any help,"
Baker said. "But I'm not
going to take anything
away from his performance. He got us all
out today, and he earned
his recognition."
It was only Ryan's second career victory over
Los Angeles in 10
decisions.

Runnerup
Tennis
Slots Go
To Racers
Both the Murray State
men's and women's tennis teams were in action
during the weekend with
both taking,the runnenip
positions.
The MSU women
defeated both East Tennessee, 7-2, and host
Eastern Kentucky,6-3, on
Saturday before falling to
Kentucky,8-1, on Sunday.
April Horning beat
Missy Reed for the No. 1
singles title, 6-2, 7-5, for
MSU's only win of the
day. Jorunn Eid, Kathy
Outland and Cheri Simmons won two matches
each on Saturday and
Horning teamed with
Carla Ambrico to win two
doubles matches also on
Saturday.
Murray's Starr Jones
won all three of her exhibition matches for
MSU. Wednesday MSU
travels to Austin Peay for
a 3 p.m. dual match.
The MSU men's team
placed second with 54
points to host Memphis
State's 58 in an eightteam invitational over
the weekend.
Mississippi and
Mississippi State tied for
third with 48 points each.
Moth Ljungman took
second place at No. 2
singles then teamed with
Bobby Montgomery to
win the No. 2 doubles
play.

a

CONSOLATION - Tennessee Tech's Danny Templin C left) tries to console a
teammate after the Racers scored to take a 15-10 lead with 1:30 remaining' in the
ball game.

Choosing 'Best' Isn't Easy
By The Associated Press
The Amencan Cancer
Society is conducting its
annual Athlete of the
Decade poll with 10 pretty
good.. no, make that 10
pretty great
...candidates. Picking
among them is like splitting hairs.
How do you decide who
was better in the period
from 1971-1981? Do you
give Pete Rose the edge
over Kareem AbdulJabbar? Would O.J.
Simpson's feats put him
in front of Tom Watson?
How about Bobby Orr or
Willie Shoemaker, who
has ridden more than
8,000 winners? And where
do Pyle, Chris Evert
Lloyd, Bruce Jenner and
Sugar Ray Leonard fit
into the picture?
This is no simple task.
The only easy part is that
three previous winnersMuhammad Ali, picked
for the period of 1968-1978,
Jack Nicklaus (1969-1979)
and Bjorn Borg ( 19701980) - are no longer
eligible.
Those three winners
had one thing in common.
They each had enormous
impact on their sports
throughout the decade for
which they were selected.
Now, if you demand continuity and use that as a
starting point, you can
begin to eliminate some
of the current candidates.
Leonard surfaced at
the 1976 Olympics and did
not become a
professional champion
until 1979. He is a hugely
talented fighter and if he
chooses to hang around
long enough, he could be
a legitinAte decade candidate at a later date. But
for the period from 19711976, he was unknown.
Scratch him from this
list.
The same goes for
Bruce Jenner. He won the
decathlon at the 1976

Olympics. That is a
gruelling test of a wide
variety of track and field
skills and a tribute to the
man's abilities. But it is a
one-shot event and hardly
fits in as decade-long
dominance.
OK, that's two down,
eight to go.
Lloyd and Watson have
had brilliant careers
throughout the decade.
But tennis ( Borg) and
golf (Nicklaus) have had
other winners in this
competition.
Pele brings an international flavor to the roster
of candidates. But soccer
remains a cut below other
sports in America.
Now the list is down to
managable proportions
with five athletes
remaining.
Orr and Simpson were
giants of their sports,
both brilliant performers.
Orr revolutionized the
game of hockey, changing the entire style of
defensive play. Simpson
was a running hack of un-

matched skills who set a
single-season rushing
record of 2,003 yards in
1973 and is second on the
alltime list. But injuries
interfered with the
careers of both men.
Jockeys are a unique
breed. Shoemaker's
records are unparalleled
in the craft, but his production depended in large
measure on the horses he
rode.
That leaves Rose and
Abdul-Jabbar, both
marvelous candidates
with impeccable credentials. They have led two
different teams in their
respective sports to world
championships and both
are certain Hall of
Famers. Never mind the
decade. These two are
among the best
performers the world of
sports has seen in any
decade.
Pick one and leave the
other? No way. We'll take
them both, thank you,
and be grateful they've
passed our way.
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Lice Treatment For Cattle Should Be Considered
As beef cattle
producers plan to treat
cattle for grub control
during the next several
weeks, they also should
consider treating now for
lice.
Late summer through
October is the best time
for the control of grubs,
and with one additional
step, cattle producers
may be able to keep their

herds lice-free for the
coming year, according
to Dr. Chris Christensen,
Extension entomologist
in the University of
Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
"Combining lice
control with grub control
means an additional
treatment now, but the
extra management time
and effort it takes will be
worth it," said

Christensen "Keeping
cattle lice and grub-free
takes one less stress off
animals during the
winter months, when
cattle may be weaker
than usual because of the
cold weather and possible
lower nutrition of stored
feed."

infestation of grubs can
cause reductions in
weight gains and a loss of
feed efficiency,
Christensen said.

To treat for grubs,
producers can use
systemic insecticides
applied to the animal's
skin or fed in a mineral
Controlling grubs is block or mix. One of three
important especially to methods can be used to
young cattle. A heavy apply insecticide to the

cow's skin. With a pouron, the insecticide is
applied down the middle
of the cow's back. In a
spot treatment, the
insecticide is applied to
one place on the animal's
back. Insecticide also
may be applied with a
high pressure sprayer.
Cattle producers should
be careful to apply the
correct amount of
inceetieide per animal.

While farmers are
treating cattle for grubs,
they easily can treat for
lice with a dust, spray or
pour-on insecticide to kill
the adult lice.
Christensen recommends
a second treatment two
weeks later to kill lice
that were not killed the
first time or that may
have hatched since.
Lice populations tend to

peak In cooler weather,
said Christensen, so that
cattle often have large
lice populations in the
spring. But treatments
now will keep lice
populations lower in the
spring.
Producers must treat
all the animals in the
herd with both
treatments for them to be
effective, Christensen
said. After the
treatments, it is
important to keep lice-

free herds separate from
herds that have not been
treated, since lice are
spread by body contact.
If this precaution is
followed, said
Christensen, producers
may he able to keep their
herds lice-free for the
coming year.
For more information
on grub and lice control
and recommended
insecticides, call your
county Extension agent
for aviculture.

1982 Wheat Program Provisions Announced
Secretary of
Agriculture John R.
Block today outlined the
U.S. Department of
Agriculture's reduced
acreage and conservation
plans for the 1982 wheat
crop. Block said these
decisions are contingent
on the U.S. Congress
passing a new farm bill
which authorizes the actions.
Block said farmers who
wish to become eligible
for price support loans,
target price protection
and the farmer-owned
reserve program must
comply with all reducedacreage requirements.
There will be no
payments for reduced
plantings, he said.
The secretary said participating farmers must

reduce their acreage of 1982 harvest to become
wheat planted for harvest eligible to a conservation
by at least 15 percent Use.
from their established
wheat acreage base. The . If the farmer planted
base will be the 1981 fewer than the allowed 85
planted wheat acreage of wheat acres, he or she
adjusted in cases where would be permitted to
there is a regular crop devote fewer acres to a
rotation for wheat, he conservation use. For exsaid.
ample, if this farmer
Secondly, farmers
must devote to conservation uses an area equal to
17.65 percent of their 1982
wheat acreage planted
for harvest (planted 1982
wheat acreage x 17.65
percent equals acreage
Kentucky swine prodevoted to conservation ducers may find it
uses).
beneficial to start utilizFor example, Block ing wheat in their feeds
said, a farmer with a 1981 rather than corn.
planted acreage of 100
Research conducted
acres must plant no more over the past 13 years by
than 85 acres of wheat for the University of Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station indicates that hogs fed 100
percent wheat show equal
weight gain as hogs fed
100 percent corn.
Murray Calloway County Airport
"The primary advantage of using wheat in
Bill Williamson
swine rations instead of

planted only 50 acres of
wheat, he or she could
devote only 8.8 acres to
conservation uses (17.65
percent of 50 acres).
The land taken from
production and devoted to
conservation uses must
be eligible cropland,
must be protected from
wind and water erosion

and may not be
mechanically harvested.
However,farmers will be
permitted to graze this
acreage except during
the six principal growing
months.
Farmers participating
in the reduced acreage
program on one farm
must assure USDA that

they are not exceeding
the 1981 wheat base on
any other farm they own
or operate.
Farmers are not required to participate in
the wheat program to
qualify for program
benefits on other crops grown on the farm, Block
said.

Farmer's Air Service

onion may sell substantially below corn in many
parts of the country. As a
result, Liptrap advises
using wheat because it is
worth five to six percent
more per pound than corn
because of its nutritive
value.
UK experiments with
wheat-soybean meal rations concluded that the
amount of soybean meal
can be reduced up to
three percent because of
wheat's higher protein
content.

Outpost Office
At The

Murray
PCA Office Building

Wheat Beneficial As Feed
corn is that wheat, is so
much higher in energy
and minerals, specificaly
protein and lysine," said
Dr. Dennis Liptrap, Extension swine specialist
in the UK College of
Agriculture.
The record 1981 wheat
crop has caused a
decrease in the market
price paid for wheat so
that it is available now at
a price comparable to
corn.
Wheat infested with
wild garlic and or wild

LAND B7VNK
c56,Kiew

But, Liptrap warns,
producers feeding commercial protein supplements should be
careful about reducing
the amount of supplement used in the rations,
as they also will be
decreasing the amounts
of minerals and vitamins.
Producers using commercial supplements
should consider wheat
equal to corn and
substitute wheat for corn
on a pound for pound
basis,the specialist said.

Hours:
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
If you would like to discuss long-term financing talk
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Creep Feeding May Boost Gains

Off. 489 2216

Res. 153-1746

Beef farmers who have
poor milking cows in
their herd or low pasture
availability may need to
„supplement thir beef
calves' nutrition by creep
feeding them grain.
Creep feeding allows
calves, butinot cows and
steers, access to grain or
pasture through special
feeding enclosures.
"Nursing calves may
not receive enough milk
from beef cows or graze
enough pasture to allow
them to grow as rapidly
as they are capable,"
said Dr. Roy Burris,
Extension beef cattle
specialist at the
University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture's
Research and Education
Center in Princeton. "In
these instances, they
must consume additional
feed."
Burris added that
although drouth has not
been a problem this year,
dry conditions affect
pasture availability and
may create a need for
creep feeding. If there is
an inexpensive supply of
grain or the farmer has
calves with exceptional
growth potential, creep

"SERVING THE
e ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
V/

753-3404
Grain
Merchandising

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY, KY.
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Clothes
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CPH Plan Provides
Profit Guarantee
Cattle producers facing
uncertain market conditions this fall have one
guarantee of profits —
the CPH program.
Cow-calf producers
who wean and precondition their calves now to
sell this fall as animals
"certified preconditioned
for health" stand to profit
an extra $6 to $24 per
head, according to Dr.
John Johns, extension
beef cattle specialist in
the University of Kentucky - College of
Agriculture.
"Regardless of what
feed the producer has
available, he-can put extra weight on calves at a
profit through preconditioning, he said.
The $6 to $24 profit prospects take into account

few cus‘s add an average
$7-per-head certification
cost, including vaccinations and labor, to qualify
calves for special CPH
calf sales to be held in
November.
Estimated CPH calf
profits for this fall are
based on a two-year summary of daily gains and
feed required per pound
of gain for calves weaned
and fed preconditioning
feeds during a test at the
UK Research and Education Center farm in
Princeton. Current feed
prices and the selling
price for calves were used to calculate 1981 projections.
The current average
selling price of 66 cents
per pound was used to
estimate 1981 profits.
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low quality pasture
respond better to creep
feeding than those on
high quality pasture,"
Burris said.
In the UK study, creepfed calves consumed an
average of 566 pounds of
cracked corn over a six
month period and were 65
pounds heavier at
weaning than calves
which received no creep
feed.
"Looking at the
economics of creep
feeding, if calves are

Getting settled
WESTERN WEAR

411/11bi

feeding may be justified.
With weaning time
approaching, farmers
may note that creep-fed
calves will know how to
eat from a feed bunk,and
will endure the weaning
process better.
The specialist cited a
UK research trial which
indicated that calves
grazing fescue
experienced more extra
weight gain from creep
feeding than those
grazing bluegrass.
,`Generally, calves on a

733-7862

Murray,Ky.
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bringing less than 60
cents per pound or grain
costs more than 6 cents
per pound, the farmer
should think twice about
creep feeding," Burris
said. "Beyond this breakeven point, it is not
ecnornically feasible to
creep feed calves."
Creep feeding is also
not advisable if you plan
to winter fall-weaned
calves on a high roughage
growing ration. Burris
said that this low-energy
diet will cancel out the
flesh-producing effect of
fall creep feeding.
By the same token,
heifer calves which are to
be kept for herd
replacements should not
be creep fed to gain more
than two pounds per day,
because the extra fat in
the developing udder will
interfere with milk
production at maturity.
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Southern States
SMART CROP FEEDING
STARTS NOW
With Soil Testing
And
Fall Fertilization
For More
Crop Profits in '82
Now's the time to get the jump on next year's crop needs.
soil test tells you precisely what's needed—helps you avoid
undeliVng your crops or over-spending. Let us help you
arrange o a soil test now.
It will also pay you to spread Southern States fertilizer this
fall: less compaction; usually dryer fields, more time for
nutrients to combine with soil. Come in and talk to your
GrowMaster today.

753-1423
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'Second Network Runs Into Problems
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — KET ETC.,
which was to be the
genesis of Kentucky
Educational Television's
"second network" of
predominantly
educational programming, appears to be years
away from statewide
distribution.
"We're still in a state of
flux," said Bob Klien,
director of engineering at
Public Broadcasting
System affiliate WICLE in
Lexington. "It seems
like we're running into
some unexpected
problems.... It isn't going
at the speed with which
we hoped it would."
The main problem is
the Federal Communications Commission's inaction on KET's application
to transmit on UHF Channel 62.
The channel was abandoned in June 1980 when
WTVQ in Lexington
switched to Channel 36.
Since KET asked to use
Channel 62, three commercial groups — one
independent and two
religious organizations —
also have applied.

"It may be years
before that thing gets
through the FCC, which
makes it a little tough to
arrange for financing,"
Klien said. "Until that is
resolved, we're kind of at
a standstill."
Also pending before the
commission are KErs
applications for 12 more
UHF translators —
repeater devices with up
to 1,000 watts of power —
to relay Channel 62's
signal beyond its normal
range.
The network currently
has 10 translators that
relay its primary signal
to remote areas, mostly
in eastern Kentucky.
Most were manufactured
by Electronics, Missiles
& Communications Inc.
of White Haven,Pa.
KET applied for more
translators "to make
sure the (KET ETC.)
channel was available
free to the public as opposed to going through
cable systems where people might have to pay for
it," Klien said. "This
might be our main vehicle for getting it around"
the state.

Action on the applicaCable systems in
tions was stalled when
and Covington
Louisville
the FCC was deluged with
similar requests, Klien have expressed interest
in the programming "and
said.
"I heard there were we're looking at some
over 5,000 applications ways to get it to them,"
for low-power translator Klien said. "Right now,
stations. All of a sudden, they all look pretty exto
they're the rage," he pensive and not easy
fund."
said. "At the time we apKlien declined to say
plied for them, there
were maybe a thousand whioh system might
(applications) that had
hit the FCC. I guess
everybody thought that if
they didn't make an application for them, they
might lose them."
KET already has lost,
that would make sure
for the moment, its Bid of"He
success should keep his
for an $800,000 grant from passion cool, and his expecthe National Television tation low S' — Jeremy
Instructional Agency Collier.
because the FCC has not
acted on its applications
The money was to be
Declarers passions got
used to add a studio at
Lexington and a the best of him when today's
transmitter at Clays first diamond finesse won;
he couldn't wait to try it
Ferry for KET ETC.
If the FCC rules in again. This time, East produced a dash of cold water
favor of KET, the net- and
hot passions turned
work will reapply for the quickly into cool sorrows.
grant, Klien said.
South won his heart ace
KET ETC. currently is and took a winning diamond
seen only by cable TV finesse (or so he thought).
subscribers in Lexington. The finesse was repeated
and this time East pounced
with his king and led another heart. Horrified by this
sudden turn of fortune.
South ducked the second
heart in hopes that West
would lead another. Had
West done so, dummy's
blocking diamond- ce could
have been discarded and
declarer would have recovered the 10 tricks he had
in the first place.
West saw through this
trap (declarer's squirming
did nothing to hide his
discomfort), and hearts never were led again. The lead
was locked in dummy and
declarer took only seven
tricks for down two.
After the first diamond
finesse wins, declarer
should forget about an overtrick and he should get
dummy's diamond ace out
of the way. East wins the
third diamond lead and now
declarer's diamonds are
established while he still has
753.1173

High Excitement

High Mileage

Parker Ford

7•i Maks

INCOIRPOINATIO

/Pa

Tax-Free
Interest

Ultimately deliver KET
ETC. to Louisville and
Covington.
As for statewide
distribution, "it's safe to
assume we will need
some additional
translators," he said.
"Right now, the cooperation of the FCC is holding
everything up."

It Can Be Yours With
Hopkinsville Federal's
All Savers Certificate
Beginning Oct. 1, 1981
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If at first you do succeed
don't try again.

You won't need a large deposit to take advantage
of the all savers certificate.
You will earn a rewarding money market related
yield on your investment.
All savers certificates mature after one year; but
you start earning tax-free interest the day you buy a
certificate.

Bid with Corn
South holds

Visit or call any convenient Hopkinsville Federal
location for more details on the tax-free all savers
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ANSWER: Four hearts. This
might be a very poor dummy at no trumps. It can
guarantee four tricks at
hearts.
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P0 Box 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225.
with self addressed. stamped envelope
for reply
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st Place - $1
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Under 12- $1 25

_ $7500
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3rd Place -

Under 6 -
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FREE

Buffet will open at 5:00 p.m. Talent Show will start at
7:00 p.m.

All contestants must register at Northside IGA before
Tues. Oct. 6th
FREE BARBECUE SUPPER TO ALL TALENT SHOW CONTESTANTS
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Murray State Theatre Will Have Auditions

Obituaries

be enrolled in classes at
Loverty Oberlander last Sehempp said.
The Murray State dates are Nov. 12-14.
According to Schempp , year will recognize some
Auditions are open to the university, according
University Theatre will
have auditions at 6 p.m. this play is the first of of the same characters," anyone. Persons need not IA ScheMpp.
Wednesday, Sept. 30, in three plays by Preston
Room 103-A of the Price Jones which make up the
Trilogy.
Doyle Fine Arts Building Ti.
Services for Jack ComServices for Edin
Private services for
"The
story is set in a
for
its
next
production,
Cecil Vahle, 55, were in pton, 71, Dover, Tenn., Oleksy,56, Rt.6, Murray, according to James I. small West Texas town
the chapel of J. H. Chur- were scheduled today at 1 will be Tuesday at 10:30 Schempp,director.
and deals with a grdup of
chill Funeral Home with in Memorial Chapel, a.m. in the chapel of Max
men who attend club
The
play,
entitled
"The
Anglin Funeral Home, Churchill Funeral Home
burial at sea.
Last
Meeting
meetings in an attempt to
of
the
Benjamin
Dover.
Burial
will follow with the Rev.
Vahle, Kentucky Lake
Knights of The White keep alive the glory of the
Development Subdivi- in the Stewart County Luther officiating.
Magnolia," has a cast of past. Those of our patrons
Masons will serve as
sion, died Thursday at Memorial Gardens there.
nine men. Performance who saw LuAn Hampton
pallbearers
burial
and
home.
10:45 p.m. at his
Compton died Saturday
Survivors include his at 12:30 p.m. He was will follow in Murray City
mother; a daughter, Rhis stricken ill while working Cemetery.
Mn Vahle, California; for the Stewart County
Oleksy died Saturday
three sons, Cecil Vahle U Road Department. Born at 9 a.m. at St. Thomas
and his wife, Cynthia, May 10, 1910, he was the Hospital, Nashville. He
Camp LeJuene, N.C., and son of the late William was employed by SKW,
Edward Russell Vahle Compton and Ethie Dil- Calvert City, a veteran of
HENDERSON, Ky.-• White said the applicaand Martin Vahle, day Compton.
the United States Army, (AP) — By last Thurs- tions represent
California; two grandand a member of the day's deadline, some 70 "probably some 25
Survivors include his Murray Lodge No. 105 persons had applied for states."
children.
Also surviving are four widow, Orlene May Com- Free and Accepted the job of Henderson city
Although the mayor did
sisters, Lena Whitaker, pton, and a son, Danny Masons. Born April 17, manager,according to ci- not estimate how much
Hazard, Nancy Terrill, Compton, Dover; two 1925, in Cook County,
ty officials.
time it would take to
Gratis, Ohio, Charlene sisters, Otie McDougal, he was the son of FerdyActing City Manager select a new manager, he
TRADITIONAL CLOTHING FOR GENTLEMEN AND LADIES
Phillips, Dayton, Ohio, Murray, and Myrtie nand Oleksey, Chicago, Jim White, the city did say there is "a lot of
and Jean Davis, Oak Garland, Manteno, Ill.; a Ill., and the late Ana engineer who took over work to be done yet.
Dixieland Center — Murray, Ky. Mon.-Sat. 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.,
Ridge, Tenn.; five brother, Bernard Comp- Rycpecki Oleksy.
the duties of city There's no point in
brothers, Jim Vahle, ton, Dover, two step
Survivors include his manager following Dick rushing now."
West Carrolton, Ohio, sisters, Mary Outland father; his widow, Sarah Brown's resignation July
He said even when the
Whitt Vahle, Calvet City, and Haven Viros, Mur- Rifling Oleksy, and a son, 9, said he had not applied top candidates are
Claude and Kennith ray, and Eleanor Vinson, Michael Oleksy, Rt. 6, for the posttion and is not chosen, some may not be
Vahle, Dayton, Ohio, and Clarksville,Tenn.
Murray; two sisters, interested.
available for 30 to 60 days
Paul Vahle, Toledo, Ohio.
Mrs. Bernard (Harriet)
City officials decided because of prior job
Boona and Mrs. Peter July 14 to begin searching commitments.
(Albina) Kilopassa, for a new city manager
Chicago,Ill.
immediately instead of
Friends may call at the leaving the job to the new
Services for Verda
Services for Milburn funeral home where commission, which will
Slaughter McCoy, 64, 904 Duncan Valentine, 73, Masonic rites were con- be elected in November.
Vine Street, were Sunday Puryear, Tenn., were ducted Sunday at 7:30
The position has been
You can be confident in eyewear from Southern
Another of the staled
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Saturday at 1 p.m. at the p.m. with Hollie Alder- advertised in two
Optical because we won't take shortcuts when
indictments returned by
Blalock -Coleman LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway dice as the spokesman.
magazines — the
the Calloway County
it comes to your eyes. In fact, we take extra
Funeral Home with John Morticians, Paris, Tenn.,
International City Grand
Jury earlier this
Dale and James Cooper with the Rev. Fil Boston
steps in grinding, pplishing and testing your
Managers' Association month
has been opened.
officiating. Glen Gibbs and the Rev. Dale
magazine and The Kenlenses to convert your prescription into the
Arrested and arraigned
directed the singers from Gallimore officiating.
tucky City, the newsletter on
most comfortably fitting, accurate eyewear
Friday
was
William
the Seventh and Poplar
of the Kentucky W.
Wilson,
23
of
Rt.
3
available
Pallbearers
anywhere. And that could make a lot
Fred,
were
Church of Christ.
Services for Dena Municipal League.
Murray. He is charged
Pallbearers were Lynn J.C., and Ewell Arant, 80, Rt. 8, Benton,
of things look better to you.
The Henderson City
Clark‘Eurie Garland, Ed Gallimore, James Hugh were Sunday at 2 p.m. in Commission decided with trafficking in coFor a free copy of our booklet, "Extra steps
caine,
trafficking in
Thurmond, Robert 0. and Hugh Alton Orr, Rex the chapel of Collier Aug. 8 to individually
to
Quaaludes
excellence," stop by 641 No. Olympic Plaza
and
traffickMiller, Billy Green, and Vaughn, Lester Farris, Funeral Home, Benton, review applications for
ing
in
Secobarbital,
accall 753-0422.
or
Conway
Valentine.
and
Rudell Parks. Burial was
with 0. D. McKendree the post and make notes
in the Murray City Burial was in Puryear Ci- and Bill McCormick of- on the ones considered cording to Kentucky
State Police Information
ty Cemetery.
Cemetery.
ficiating.
top contenders.
Officer Richard Wright.
Burial was in the EdMayor Bill Newman
Wilson pleaded not guilwards Cemetery.
said he had looked over ty and his trial was set
for
The deceased died Fri- about 30 of the
Dec.
7,
according
to
court
day at the home of a applications, but said indaughter, Cora Mae specting each one takes records. Bond was set at
$5,000 for the defendant,
Smith, Rt. 8, Benton. She several hours.
however he was released
1-4
was a membr of the
He said Russell Sights, on his own recognizance,
want you to shine
PeRe pUnion Hill Church of director of the Green
a
spokesman
said.
.11
Christ.
""••
River Area Development
dr
Survivors include three District, is a candidate, a.
7:7"11Pdaughters, Jewel but would not release the
.—
Copeland, Esta Shepard names of any other
and Smith, Rt. 8, Benton, applicants.
Continuous Family Senna, Since, 1886'•
two sons, Ted Arant, Rt.
The field may be reduc1, Benton, and Ervin ed to 10 or 20 if the city
Arant, Murray; three commission meets next
sisters, Earline Norswor- week to review the apJ.H Churchill, Ronald Churchill, and now, grandson.
thy and Juanita Myers, plications. Newman said
Tommy Walker have provided a total of 95 years of
Rt. 8, Benton, and Verda that process may take
family service. This allows the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Tyree, Rt. 3, Benton; 11 two days.
Home to arrange dignified reliable services in your
grandchildren; 15 greattime of need
grandchildren.

Private Rites Compton Rites Oleksy Rites
Conducted
Are Today
Set Tuesday

•••

t.'

70 Apply For Post
As Manager

igurkingliam ittag:tb

McCoy Rites
Conducted

Rites Are
In Chapel

Indictment
Returned

Southern Optical would like
to make the world
look better to you.

Arant Rites
Are Sunday

goutiten
OPtitat

The greathome economysale

95 Yoars Of So-vice

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
2111 S. 3r111

Tematy Weliver4waer

733.2411

The Geneva Convention
of 1864 set universal
aegulations for the
'treatment of those
injured in war.

-

Weekday Specials
All Dinners Include Fries or Baked Potato

All You Can Eat Salad Bar, Texas
Toast and Free Refus On Tea
Coffee & Soft Drinks
Every
Monday lit Tuesday

Chopped Steak

With
Salad Eior

•••

Every
Wednesday & Thursday

Chicken Fried Stk
Sirloin Tips

()
()
0
()
()

$329
Each

With
Salad Bar

0

0

?Zs,

0

USDA Choice Beef Cut Doily
0

FOR CARRYOUTS
ON EVERYTHING
CALL
753-0440
lii Air Center
Onl2thSt.Mauivoy,Ky.
"Best Bid U.s Town n
Thth No 1.11"

NAACP
Wants Spirit
Revived

Jcwnied lfriar
*new

LOUISVILLE-, Ky.
(AP) — The NAACP
wants to "revive the
spirit of the pan-African
movement," and will
reopen its Office of
International Affairs.
Dr. Broadus N. Butler
said one of the goals of
the reorganized office is
to educate black
Americans on the need to
give financial and moral
support to black Africa.
An example of such support can be found among
Jews, he said, who have
been able to exert
political pressure on
presidential administrations and in Congress on behalf of Israel.

got you covered AMOTICO.

ei

Stock Market

With
Salad Bar
(

Decorate anc save 25-50%
on energy-savinc wincow fasions.

9

Save 25% te 50% on Dal Mar window fasitions

Industrial Average
-7.99
Air Products
34 -%
American Motors
3 -44
Ashland
fa% +%
Aznerican Telephone....562k -Yr
Chrysler
4% -44
Ford
II% -31
G.A.F.
11% Ai
General Dynamics
21% -44
General Motors
43% +41
General Tire
WI -Us
Goodrich
19% -%
17% -NI
Gulfgar
3144 As
Heublein
X% -44
1.B.M
52% -%
Jerico
11441), 111%a
Kmart
17l-%
,
Pennwalt
27% -144
Quaker Oats
32 -44
TOMO
32% -iii
U.8. Tolacce.
40 -144
Wendy's
12% -%
C.E.F. Fund
1714

and up to 26%* on window heat loss this winter.

Our shades and blinds offer highly effective insulating properties where it counts most — at windows and sliding glass doors. This is where 40% of your home's energy loss con occur. Winter and
summer, Del Mar window fashions wait to reduce the cost of heating and air conditioning. Del Mar
— on investment in good looks and lasting economy.
loss meotkeed through the enflame covettncl and t:1101910 Pane matkaw compared to the window7alone. Enviomment controlled to simulate winter condi•Hicn
tions
For test details write; Del Mar Marketing 7130 Fermidi Lane, westmonister. CA 92683.

BLACK'S
Decorating Center

Hog Market
Federal-State Market Newt ger,
sice
entr
a:S
p,
01:1
Mecham Area Hog
K
Inekides 11 Buying'
Market
Shition.
ategkes: Act. ICI Est.*Bar
rani li Gib lb* low $ow
Mier 0114190.41.22 lower; imar
41941.11114ber
US1-2
NM.
$411.X4120
124411
47.111410
•
Ull2
Mt
.2b411.21
.76-47.70
Ult431/1412t
.11443.11
1.12114.11
.111-42.01
gat
450.04050
leeatnai.
USS4
Oral
Sean

I

f!0

Mon-Fri. 7-5 — Sat.#-12
753-0839
701 S.4th
Murray, Ky.
•
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HEALTH

Women With 'Everything
Needs More From Life

•••

Everybody needs friends. For some practical tips
on how to be popular, get Abby's Popularity booklet.
Send $1 plus a long,self-addressed stamped(35 cents)
envelope to Abby, Popularity, 12060 Hawthorne
Blvd., Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.

Enjoy a walk, instead

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB — I
would appreciate any information you have on fatigue
I am a 27-year-old female.
I've started running for
exercise. How far and how
fast should I be going? I
average one-and-a-half
miles in 13 minutes but I'm
still tired. I run five days a
week. Do I need any other
By Abigail Van Burn
exercise? I'm 5-feet-11 and
•19151 by Untworsal Ptess Synorcate
weigh 143
DEAR ITZDER — People who are inactive often do
DEAR ABBY: Please help me. My laundry basket, piled feel tired. But that doesn't
high with unironed clothes, is staring me in the face. Dishes mean that everyone who is
tired is fatigued from lack of
for the last two days are still unwashed and aetting.in my exercise.
A person who must
sink. My apartment needs a good cleaning. I am overweight, do heavy physical labor is
yet I continue to stuff myself with more ice cream, cookies tired at the end of the work
and sweets than I really want. I'm so depressed I could cry! day from too much exercise
I'm 26, divorced and raising my 8-year-old son myself. I and doesn't need more.
have a good secretarial job, a nice car and a nice apartment. I don't know from your
So why do I lack motivation and feel like (bleep) most of the letter how much exercise
time?
you get from all your activiMy friends would never understand; they think I have ties but a mile-and-a-half
everything I could possibly want. My parents stopped five days a week only is not
listening to me years ago. Why is it that the only guys I like enough. It is strenuous for
are either committed to somebody else or they don't like me? the 13 minutes you are runWhy do I just want to stay in bed all day when the weekend ning but that is it. I would
comes? Why do I go out and buy new clothes when I'm rather see you walk about
three miles a day and enjoy
feeling down?
I'm a terrific friend. I'm always doing something for the walk.
Notice I said "enjoy,"
others, but never do anything for myself. Maybe it's because
I was raised by a mother who found fault with everything I which is a key word in comdid and a father who told me I would never amount to bating fatigue. Everyone
anything. Abby, am I going crazy or what? I've considered should do something every
getting professional help, but I can't afford it. I've even day that he or she enjoys. It
considered committing suicide, but my son needs me. makes life more pleasant
and if you are enjoying yourThanks for listening.
TIRED OF LIVING AT 26 self you are less likely to be
fatigued.
You do need a medical
DEAR TIRED: Your letter is a classic cry for help.
checkup. About one in five
First, please see your physician. Your lack of mo- persons who complains
of
tivation, feelings of depression and frequent binging fatigue actually does have a
on sweets are symptoms of poor physical health. If medical problem, such as
you are physically fit, you should definitely seek anemia, an infectious dispsychotherapy. Don't say you can't afford it. You ease or even an endocrine
can't afford not to have it.
disease. People with circulaYour local mental health clinic exists for people tory diseases often feel
who are "tired of living and feel like (bleep)." And it tired. You will have a better
charges only what one can afford to pay.Please don't understanding of what causwait another day. You sound like a generous, warm- es fatigue and what to do
hearted, intelligent woman with some deep-rooted about it after reading The
festering problems to resolve. Please get the help you Health Letter number 9-6,
need,then write again and tell me of your progress. I Fatigue: Feeling Tired and
care.
Weary, which I am sending
you.
•••
Others who want this issue
•
can send 75 cents with a
DEAR ABBY: A few years ago, I read that pigs make good long, stamped, selfpets. They're supposed to be cleaner, smarter and more addressed envelope for it to
easily trained than dogs. I also heard they're gentle with me, in care of this newspachildren and make good watchdogs. (Watchpigs?)
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
Can you confirm this? Anything you can tell me abbot City Station, New York, NY
pigs as pets will be appreciated. We haves nice house with a 10019.
large backyard.
Don't push for speed when
ROB IN AURORA, ONTARIO you run. And when you get
up in the morning, take your
DEAR ROB: I am advised that pigs make wonderful resting heart rate before you
pets. They are highly intelligent, easy to train and, get out of bed. If it is slow,
believe it or not, among the cleanest animals around! 70 or less, you are probably
They're gentle with children and quite lovable. not overdoing your exercise.
("Miss Piggy" has &lite a great deal for the pig's Fast resting heart rates
image.)
before you get out of bed
However,little pigs grow to be big hogs,so if you're often mean overdoing it
considering acquiring one as a pet,first find out if it's medical problem. Habits
affect both heart rate and
kosher to keep one where you live.
fatigue. This includes ciga•••
rettes, coffee and diet.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
DEAR ABBY: My husband had surgery recently, and have always enjoyed good
while he was still out of it, some relatives he rarely sees health and maintained it
came to the hospital to visit him.
Abby, please tell your readers that the last thing a person
needs or wants when he's had surgery is company!
MELLON GRANT
I've had surgery, and I know what it's like to have some
LOS ANGELES (AP)
idiot come in, sit by your bed and talk to you all afternoon
because of the mistaken notion that you need "cheering up." — The Los Angeles
I have even seen rooms with "No Visitors" signs on the County Museum of Art
doors, but little groups of people "sneak in" for a few says it has received a
minutes because they think they are "special."
$400,-000 matching
All a patient needs is to be left alone.
endowment grant from
HAD MY SAY IN N.Y. the Andrew W. Mellon
DEAR HAD: Your letter will do more for some postsurgical patients than a "No Visitors" sign. Thanks
for writing.

Accidents Claim Two Liver,

through a balanced diet, Ust thinks you have pyorproper rest, exercise and rhea (peridontoclasia). The
dental work as needed every bone resorption around your
six months. I was sent to a teeth contributes to the loose
peridontal specialist recent- teeth and loose gingiva
ly for treatment of gingiv- (gums). Infected material
itis. My upper and lower develops in the loose pockets
teeth were scaled and most and causes more damage.
areas healed with no Tissue removal is often indiremaining pockets. The doc- cated in such eases to elimitor recommended surgery nate the pockets of potential
on three teeth to remove trouble.
gum tissue and create a new
One of many factors that
bond of the gum to these can be involved is osteopoteeth., He mentioned bone rosis (bone softening) which
loss but did not explain the often first shows up in the
relationship of this to my bone around the teeth. See
problem of gingivitis. Should your medical doctor also to
I be getting additional calci- check on this. And if that is
um or make any other true you might need more
dietary changes?
calcium in your diet or medDEAR READER — Your ical treatment to avoid bone
denyour
story suggests that
loss elsewhere in your body.

Introductory Sale
Of Whirlpool Appliances
Reg. $349.95

$279

"INFINITE"
WATER LEVEL
CONTROL

Model LE LG57110KK
•Custom Dry
Control automattcally
Shuts oft dryer when clothes
reach
degree of dryness you have
selected
•Spec,al c001-down
care to help
prevent wrinkles o Perm
Press
and And tabricS
•4 drying temp
settogs HIGH
MEDIUM LOW and AIR

WATER
LEVEL
CONTROL

LARGE
CAPACITY
ENERGY-SAVING
WATER TEMP
CONTROL

4
AUTOMATIC
CYCLES
Model
LA5500XK Washer
•Washes up to 16 lbs. col heavy denim and
twill garments (Vvhulpool selected load)
•MAGIC CLEAN Sint-Cleaning Lint Fitter
Autornahcatty flushes lont parttcles out of
your washer
•Double-Duty Super SURGILATOR • Agitator
Makes water work harder to get even
13•9 loads undormiy clean
•A Cycle For Every Load REGULAR
HEAVY PERMANENT PRESS KNITS
GENTLE &
•Fabnc Softener Dispenser
•Plus Muth More'

SOAK

•A Cycle For Every Load REGULAR
HEAVY PERMANENT PRESS KNITS
GENTLE & SOAK
•Energy-Saving Water Temp Control
You d never nave to use water that Is hottn•
than you really need
•Super SURGILATOR' Agitator Our
thorough but gentle washing achor
•Family-Size Capacity
•Plus Moe'

9
9
°NLY$3

•

Reg. $459.95

!In

..,

ICEMAGIC'

lii.
111111.

Model EHT161AK,

15.6 Cu- ft. Capacity

•
•
•
•

19.1 Cu.ft. Capacity
•Gold Tom rem Biack Accents

Shelves•Textured Steel Door,
•Phm.son tor ICEMAGIC • Aulo
maix Ice Make,

• Textured Steel Doors 6 Prov
son tot ICEMAGIC • Autornatt Ice
Maker
1,

900

cow

Range
Whirlpool 30"with

Continuous-Cleaning Oven

• Three 6", one 8"standard

•
•
•
•

surface units plug in and
\10
out for easy cleaning of
reflector bowls
• SPILLGUARD* cooktop
helps contain spills on
the cooktop where
they'rd easy to clean
OP • Lift-up cooktop provides
easy access for cleaning
under surface units

•

Here s add,honal convemence to, your
COO/clog tenter In ad/idler to the great lineup of features you it find on the RJE3160
the FtJE3360 adds the extra-conventence
of a Continuous-Cleaning oven This
special porcelain-enameled alters,' Irnrsh
gradually reduces most oven spatters to a
presentably clean condition during normal
`MON:3, TlaStiN .speratons

Mirlpool

_2429
FREE

Pair

$5(
01If0
f

lpy

17.7 Cu.ft. Capacity
• Ad,,,tut, Tempered Couss

30 Range with
Standard-Cleaning Oven

BETTER

•

•

Model EH0191AK

•

•

30" Range with
Mirlpool Standard-Cleaning
Oven

•
•
•
•

All Men's
Shirts & Sweaters

All Men's •
Fashion Jeans t Cords

----

Model EHT181ZK

Of These Whirlpool Refrigerator

1 2 Price
One Group /

Bendover Pants

1
.
:
•
1
4:-

,A ir4

With Purchase of Any

Levi's
Shoes
$10°° Off
$

t., ,. .

iz. Ai
.4rx.., ..... .7. _

AUTOMATIC
ICE MAKER

•Textured Steel Doors•P,
O,f,S.On
tor ICEMAGIC Autornauc Ice
Maker •Porceiairvon-steel Intent.,
Lme,

All

Ladies

•3 drying cycles AUTOMATIC -REGULAR. AUTOMATIC PERMANENT
PRESS, TIMED

9
2
MILYS3

Whirlpool

•

$1499

automatically shuts off dryer
when clothes reach degree of
dryness you have selected
•Special cool-down care to
help prevent wrinkles in
Permt Press and Knit fabrics
•4 drying temp settings
HIGH, MEDIUM, LOW and
AIR

.enipt•

JEANSVVEAR

Ile loll, Boot Cot, Rare
Straight Log

Model LE/LOSSOOXK
• Custom Dry Control

Reg $509.95

Levi's

Basic Jeans

Phone 753-1713

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

.:10,1,/,MIIIIFM/1/M/F11/1/1/1"/"/•/F"

All Mese:
.

MOM.

Eulene Campbell
Shofner, 29, of rural
Lebanon Junction died
shortly after an accident
Saturday afternoon
mile north of Shepherdsville on Kentucky 61,
state police said.
A car croased the median, striking the Shofner
car in the side, state
police said, causing the
victim's car to cross the
Car
road and hit a utility pole.
Carolyn Sue Gambrel,
The Bullitt County
24, of London,Ky. was ar- Sheriff's Department,
rested and charged with which -aso investigated
murder in connection the accident, said there
with the Puckett death, were no other injuries
while the charge against and no charges were
Norris was changed to filed.

411 Maple St.,

Foundation of New York.
It says a portion of the
grant will be used "to
establish and support an
on-going training
program for one or more
advanced conservation
apprenticeships, each
averaging three years."

Prices Good Sept.Prices Good Sept. 28 Thru Oct. 3

hindering the prosecution
and apprehension of the

•

Regularly $79.95

THAT'S IT

East Saint Catherine
Street was found about
3:19 a.m. after a car had
jumped the curb, struck
him, and continued until
the vehicle struck a
house.
Michael E. Norris, 25,
of Louisville was arrested
at the scene and charged
with manslaughter.
However, police said Sunday they had determined
that Norris was not the
driver of the accident

153-1)1-3

4
11, i#

Pe

Kentucky recorded two
weekend traffic deaths,
according to state police
and a London, Ky.
woman was charged with
murder in connection
with one of them.
The deaths raised the
highway death toll for the
year to 612, compared
with 590 through Sept. 27
a year ago.
A 21-year-old Louisville
man was killed in a traffic accident Saturday
morning in the 1100 block
of East Breckinridge
Street and two people
were arrested in connection with the accident.
Deputy Jefferson County Coroner Danny Chapman said the body of Jimmy Wayne Puekett of 116

Packed wills value, the RJE3160 Matures
L41-up SPiLLGUARD• porcelain-enameled
cooktop• Automatic MEALTIME R'
clock
*nth Mmine-Mtnifer Timer•Two 6 and two
6' high-speed surface units - one onset•
FuN - wneh storage drawer and much much
more

•

Model RJE3160

All Ladies Fashion Jeans and
Corduroys including
California Straights I. Super Straights

West Bend Popcorn Popper

With
Of A New Whirlpool
The Purchase

Electric Range
29.95 Value

All Ladies Shirts & Sweaters
11:1h
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1 LEGAL NOTICE
LEGAL NOTI CE
A Final Settleinrill uf
Accounts hal been fil
ed in the Calloway
District court by
Essie Bailey, Administratrlx, of the
Estate of Mary Ruth
Lassiter, Deceased
Exceptions to this set
tlement must be filed
in the Calloway
District Court on or
before October 7, 1981,
the date of hearing
Ann P Wilson, Circuit
Court Clerk

STUDY "GOOD NEWS" NEW TESTAMENT — Scouts at the 10th National
Scout Jamboree at Fort A.P. Hill, Bowling Green, Va., take a Bible study
break with copies of the American Bible Society's "Good News" New Testament. To date, the popular GNNT has sold more than 55.5 million copies
worldwide since it was first published in 1966. Reading are (from left) Eagle
Scout Hunter Pickett, Memphis, Tenn; volunteer Scout Chaplain J. Mitchell
Richardson, pastor of the Community Presbyterian Church, Hazard; Eagle
Scout Keith Cristopher, Decatur, Ala.; and Life Scout Scott Sewell, Richmond.

Spencer Homecoming Set

'LEGAL NOTICE
A Final Settlement of
Accounts Has been fil
ed in the Calloway
D istrict Court By
Louise Palmer, Ad
ministratrix, of the
Estate of K enneth
Palmer, Deceased
Exceptions to this set
tlement must be filed
in the Calloway
District Court on or
before October 7, 1981,
the date of hearing
Ann P Wilson, Circuit
Court Clerk
Legal Notice
A Final Settlement of
Accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court By May
Wilkerson, Administratrix, of the
estate of Thomas
Wilkerson, Deceased
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway
District Court on or
before October 7, 1981,
the date of hearing

race at 5:30 p.m. and a
free Main Street concert
by country music star
Guy Shannon at 9 p.m.
Awards go to runners in
13 age groups from 12and-under to 60-and-over,
A Spencer County
Homecoming Committee
spokesman said.
Other guests to appear
Ann P Wilson, Circuit
Court Clerk
in the parade, according
to the spokesman, are
ACROSS
cymbals
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
1 Asian holiday 4 Solar desk
2 NOTICE
Louisville Courier5 Certain
4 Stage
Journal
columnist
Byron
CC0
CDC
CUCO
betters
whisper
3110 OCC 0000 Crawford, riding a mule;
6 He. she or
9 Tibetan
CC00 00U UOCC retired U.S. Marshal
gazelle
000000 OCOCUU
12 Time period
7 Monk's title
William "Big 6" HenderOCCC
13 Instructor
8 Great Lake
14 Anglo-Saxon 9 Obtained
MCC 01300000
son; Marshall County
10 Native metal
money
COO COMM CO
Judge-Executive Mike
11 Swiss river
15 Slumbering
000001100 CCU
17 Instruct
Miller and Ed Logsdon,
16 Jug lug
UCCU
19 Again
18 Sneering,
0012000 UOCOU
executive director of the
21 Printer's
sound
CCM U00 COO
Kentueky County Judgesmeasure
20 Emerged vic- C0013 COO 13000
torious
22 Ursine animal
A
Executive Association.
0000
0
C
EM
22 Wire nails
25 Fish eggs
The parade grand mar27 Musicai
23 Artist's stand
shal is retired Spencer
composition 24 Near
35 Musical
49 Couple
31 Rodent
26 High school
instruments 50 In what
County School
32 Honesty
course
manner,
39 — err is
Superintendent Barkley
34 Conjunction 28 Greek letter
human
51 Lamprey
35 The Ebro. for 29 Practical
40 Time period 52 Weight of
Walker.
one
30 Asian
41 Paid notice
India
A 56-booth flea market
country
36 Grain
44 Cretan
54 Rove
will occupy sidewalks,
37 Negative
32 Walter
mountain
55 Female
prefix
Raleigh's title 46 Flaccid
sheer)
along with exhibits by
38 Hindrance
33 Raid the
48 Islamic relig- 56 Stitch
local craftsmen and ar41 Mohamfridge
ious leader
59 Caesar s 01
medan name
tists. Louisville water42 Wild plum
WNW WWWWW AVE color artist Mickey
13 B'way sign
44. Mental image WEE
WM. MOM Hackett is unveiling a
45 Deciliter
painting of Carrithers
MEW=
WNW= Chapel,
Abbr
a historic
47 Among
MEOW WM
49 Scholarly
Methodist church in
WM= MEW imam Spencer County, the
work
53 Likenesses
Older liduse and
won ummiammo spokesman said.
57 Sorrow
1 acre with
58 Mohammed's
WEE WMIll WM Competitions to test
birthplace
repairs
could be
WEWNIMMWME WEE skills in horseshoe pit60 Reverence
61 Night bird
ching,
pie
eating,
bedroom
4
WM= WEE WM=
62 Refractor
watermelon eating,
located near
light
WW WEWM
tobacco spitting and pipe
63 Morning
WWWOMW
Stella.
WEMOWW smoking are scheduled
moisture
DOWN
W11111
WNW=
WEI
Call 753-9924
during the afternoon,
1 London meal
wimm
am=
am
after 4:30 p.m.
2 Bitter vetch
with a special cow-calling
3 Hindu
contest for women.
—
15 IT SUPPERTiME
OKAYf OKAY! YOU
I'VE NEVER SEEN
P4IN'T HAVE TO BREAK
ANYONE 50 IMPATIENT
ALREADY?
IL:DOWN THE DOOR!

TAYLORSVILLE, Ky. Spencer County
(AP) — A 4-mile festival Homecoming here Oct. 3.
race and 50-unit parade,
The race, to begin at 8
with U. Gov. Martha a.m., kicks off day-long
Layne Collins as special activities that will also inguest, highlight the clude a hot air balloon

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

t,

BAM 6AM

BAM SAM

•-•—•

7

I LEGAL NOTICE.
NOTICE TO
CREDI TORS
THE FOLLOWING
E STATE
FIDUCIARY AP
POINTMENTS
HAVE BEEN MADE
IN THE CALLO WAY
DISTRICT COURT.
ALL CLAIMS
AGAINST THESE
SHOULD BE FILED
W ITH THE
FIDUCIARY
WITHIN SIX MONTHS OF DATE OF
QUALIFICATION.
FLOY J. LEWMAN.
1717 Keenland, Murray, KY. DECEASED ESSIE BAILEY,
P. 0. Box 230, Murray, KY EXECUTRIX JOHN A.
GREOGRY, JR. P.
0. Box 230, Murray,
KY. ATTORNEY
INFANT K URZ
D ECEASED
CHRISTOPHER P
K URZ, 406 College
Courts, Murray, K Y
ADMI NI STRATOR
G AR YR.
HAVERSTOCK, 105N
' Sixth St , Murray, K Y
ATTORNEY
FREDDIE MAY
TODD
Calloway'
County, KY D ECEAS
ED CATHERINE
SHUPE 307 N Sixth
St, Murray, K Y AD
MINI STRATRI X
GEORGE E3 WARD
OVERBEY 1 R , 291
Main St., Murray,
KY ATTORNEY
Ann P. Wilson, Circuit Court Clerk

2, NOTICE
78 Model Dawn
12' by 55' For Sale.
Coll 753-0193
after 6:00 p.m.
FOR SALE
The Lydia Phillips
Home located about
6 miles east of Murray on 280, includes
15 acres approximately 756 feet of
road frontage. Call
753-6531.
Weddding
Photography

Carter
Studio
300 Main

753-8298

M&G Complete Glass Co
has added a new line of
work that features
showcases and display
cases, pie cases, store
displays and glass sheveling We also install auto
glass, fix storm windows
and doors, repair and
replace store fronts, install patio door glass,
plate glass and window
glass Cut mirrors and
glass-table tops Do picture framing. 753-0180.

ANTIQUE
AND
DEPRESSION
GLASSWARE
ASSORTMENT
BUY•SEll

OH,ALL RIGHT

Silver
& Gold
Pawn Shop

HURRY UP

(Fympic
Plaza
Open 9 a m !DB p m
/53 1113

ssrr- is

-

Antique City Mall Hwy. 45
between Jackson & Humboldt, Tenn Housed in old
Fairview School building
82 dealers welcome you.
Everybody welcome, discount to dealers Your
first visit will not be your
last! Closed only on Monday.

4- L

GA1-1-,4m

SPECIAL
SALE
llsramuswillimtrunient,
horns.drumsiluteete

SILVER &
GOLD
PAWN SHOP
71.1E TWO OF US SHOULD
R
*WAY
MDGETHeR

Oyni
Open 0 n

Phjia

2 NOTICE
Bible Coll
You cos be
Christian without
joining any
denomination 759-4444.

3 CARDOF THANKS
In the time of personal
sorrow it is impossible to
remember the name of
every person who was an
Inspiration to us during
the short illness and death
of our beloved husband
and brother. Your
prayers, flowers, food
and offers to do anything
you could is appreciated
for more than words can
express. A very special
"thank you" to Dr.
William Cubine who
delivered such great
words of comfort and
made us even more certain that a better life lies
ahead. Also a special
thanks to all of the doctors and nurses who did
all they could for our loved one. It is our fervent
prayer that God will
richly bless each of you.
You certainly hold a
special place in our
hearts.
The Family of Edwin G.
Owen

5, LOST & FOUND
Lost black and white kitten. Phone 753-84111.
6.HE P WANTED
115th Anniversary Wallpaper'
Sale, Over 3,000 rolls in stock.
Values to 513.95 single roll.
Now 4 99 per single roll. Save
50 percent to 64 percent off
regular price. For month of
September only pop a baloon
and receive an additional 10
to SO percent discount on all
stock wallpaper. The
'Sherwin Williams Co.,
Engineer - structural or
mechanical with at least
five years experience.
Excellent pay, benefits
and future with fast growing company. Send
resume to Gene Roeder
Process Equipment
Builders' Inc. P.O. Box
7506, Paducah,-Ky. 42001.
Work at home jobs
available! Substantial
earnings possible. Call
504-641-8003 Ext. 1316 for
information.
Dental Assistant .full
time. Experience preferred but not necessary.
Send resume to P 0. Box
1040B.
Secretary -60 wpm, shorthand required, opportunity for advancement. Salary negotiable.
Action Personnel 753 6532.
Part-time position for Ex'
military medic, RN,
LPN, or lab tech to do
medical exams for insurance companies in
Murray Ideal part-time
income Send resume to
Bodimetric Profiles, Rt
7, Lynnwood Estates,
Elizabethtown,Ky 42701
Attractive position for
man or woman of neat
appearance and good
character for pleasant
work, no lay-offs.
Earning Opportunity
$ 250.00 to. 5350.06
to start. Advancement
good benefits. Education
or experience not
necessary. Call Paducah
443-6460 between 8 a.m.
and 10 a.m. ONLY! Ask
for Mr. Miller,
Secretary - good typing,
shorthand preferred, full
time. Upward mobility,
salary open. _Action Personnel 753-6532.
$180 Per Week Part Time
at Home. Webster,
America's foremost dictionary company needs
home workers to update
local mailing lists. All
ages, experience unnecessary. Call 1-716-8426000, Ext, 5112.

Information on Alaskan and
Overseas Employment Excellent income potential
Call 1-312-741-9780, Ext
6062
..Tin—ESTED IN FREE
CHRISTMAS GIFTS??
Hostess; a needle craft
demonstration
receive
beautiful free gifts-free
lessons in latch hook,
embroidery, counted
cross-stitch and needle
point. Contact Lou
Itrsdkr_ at 502.:A36-22,42Don't Miss out! Call Now!
Today!

6.HELP WANTED
Part-time night clerk at
Motel. Send resume to
P.O. Box 10400, Murray,
Ky. 42071.

9 SITUATION WANTED
Handyman will do odd
lobs, also light hauling.
Phone 753-3810.
Will remove dead or unwanted trees. Call for free
estimates before 2:30.
753-5484.
I will babysit or stay with
elderly people. 435-4233.

11 INSTRUCTION
Dog Tracking Workshop
Oct 3 rd & 4th with or
without a dog Nationally
known training director.
Eight miles south of Murray at Glendhenmere
Kennels 436-2858.
14

WANT TQA.
a..

Old Jukebox- Looking for
real old Wurlitzer
jukebox with model
number under 1200. Call
collect giving model
number and condition 901388-7110.
gARTIcLES FOR SALt
Used 16 cu frigeradaire,
console stereo 436-2743.
Office desk and chair.
Call after 6:00 751-4588.
Side by side refrigerator
freezer with ice maker.
Call 489-26412
Stereo and table. 492-8204.

Nikon FM Camera body
with zoom lens plus
accessories Call 767-2828
firewood

Order

now

seasoned wood

and born
this winter

436-2758
Hardy chrysanthemums
cushion type, many colors. $3.95 to $495. Hoffman's Nursery 94 East.
Four 15 in, while spoke
wheels for Ford pickup
like new. 753-9817i after
4:00 p.m.

16 HOME FURNISHINGS
Herculon covered colonial couch and chair in
good condition $75.00. 7538552 after 5:00 p.m
Two twin size beds with
box springs and mattress
Nice condition $75.00. Call
7512581 after 4 p.m.
Whirlpool washer and
Kenmore dryer $130.00
for both, will sell
separately. 753 9817 after
4:00p.m.

19, FARM EQUIPMEN f
Wheat seed (Arthur)$5.00
a bushel. 489-2599.
135 Massey Ferguson
tractor. Has two 16"
plows, disk, cultivator
and grader blade. Call
436-2555,
20. SPORTS EQUIPMENt
New Conley fiberglass
ski. Elite model with
cover. 753-2307.
The Pistol People: Invest
in a feeling of security,
largest variety, lowest
priced, no registration or
red tape in K entucky
Country Boy Store, The
Army Surplus Folks, 9
miles west of
Hopkinsville junction of
Ky 164-117, Hours 8-5,
Sunday: 12-5, (502) 8855914.
Stevens pump shot gun
for $70.00. 753-9817 after
4:00 p.m.

22 MUSICAL
TRY
BEFORE
YOU
BUY
So your child
wants to take
piano lessons but
you hate to buy a
piano before your
sure they will stick
with it. RENT IT
FIRST! Rent applies to purchase

CLAYTONS
753-7575

21. MISCELLANEOUS
CHIMNEYS, ALL fuel,
triple wall pipe, 6" x 30",
$20.99, 8"x30", $29.99;
installation kit, 6",529.99;
I", $42.99. Wallin
Hardware,'Paris, Tenn,
Used Alvarez guitar,
Ukelele, boat motor. Call
753-6577 after 5:30 ask for
Rebekah.
1976 Honda 200 $150.00,
large rust full skin rabbit
jacket coat $180.00, sell
for $80.00, used flute six
months cost $240.00, sell
for $90.00. 767-6105 after
4:00.
Fall minnow headquarters George's One'
stop Market. Pottertown
Hwy. near Wildcat open 6
a.m.
WOOD HEATERS.
deluxe cabinet, brick
lined fire box, cast iron/
grates and doors, lift off
cook surface top, $239.99.
Two speed blower, $59.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.
Wood burning stove with
fan and jacket. 2/
1
2 years
old. 345-2135.
STOVE BOARDS, heavy
lined, 28" x 34", $8.99. 32"
x 42", $15.99. 36" x 51",
$22.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tenn.
Lombard chain saws and
service. Stokes Tractor,
Industrial Rd.
Firewood for sale. Call
436-2744 after 5 p.m.
Raggedy Ann dolls and
stuffed dolls for
Christmas. 753-8525. 1618
College Fol. Rd.
50W Pioneer stereo,
cassette, AM-FM, le SR
Eimer)
turntable, four (
Centrex speakers.
$300.00. Call 767-2548.
Firewood seasoned oak
and hickory cut to order.
Bulk rates available 753 7585 or 753 -7300.

26 TV RADIO
REPOSSESSED
25"COLOR TV
Under Warranty,
take up payments

CLAYTONS
753-7575
27. MOBILE
HOMES SALES
12x65 trailer for sale. 1975
model, excellent
condition. Two bedroom
and bath 1/2. Fully
carpeted. Call Brandon
Dill, Dill's Tr. Ct. 753-9104
or nights 7531551.
12x65 1973 furnished,
central air. 759-1987.
For rent: Nice two
bedroom trailer near
Murray. No pets! 4892611.

X.P2 01
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1972 Atlantic T2igt) one
bedroom, gas heat,
underpinned, redwood
deck, $3950.00. Phone 7535609 or 753-5469 after 5:00.
12x60 gas mobile home,
two bedrooms $4000.00
firm 759-4592 Will consider trading for an acre
of land
Quality built mobile home
on one acre lot. Two
bedrooms with 14 x 16 added living room, 20 x 30
newly built garage,
Phone 753-4506.
10 x 50 mobile home, two
bedrooms. $1500.00 or
best offer. Celt 436-2332.

28. MOBILE
HOME RENTALS
For rent 12 x 50 mobile
home, furnished, central
heat, near University.
Mobile Home Village.
Phone 753-3895 after 5:00.
For Rent-Two bedroom
mobile home, furnished,
near university. Prefer
male students. Phone 7533895 after 5 p.m.
10x55 trailer for rent. 4365489.
Trailer for rent. See
Brandon Dill, Dill Tr. Ct.
For rent: nice 2 bedroom trailer,
near Murray. No pets! 189-2611
For rent. Nice 2 bedroom
trailer, near Murray. No
pets! 489-2611
29, HEATING COOLING

23 EXTERMINATING

MEM

Complete Inventory or Buck
Stoves and
Related Products
21, MISCELLANEOUS
Pa PM4N7Q419 svEr•oiNG
D/Ati.C..IN 771E pAyee
s.

Used Enterprise gas)0 in.
kitchen stove $30.00, 230
volt 1000 watt electric
heater brandnew. 7533674.
Wood for sale. $28.00 per
rick delivered. 189-2101 or
489-2231.
K E R07513N heaters:
Moonlighter„ $151.99;
Radiant 8, $162.99;
Radiant 10, $209.99;
Radiant 36, $212.99;
Omini 85, $210.99;
Director, $254.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn

Murray High Girls

Basketball Teorn
Manoger and Coaches

Lowest Prices In State
Or Kentucky
Save 50% to 80% op
this years home
heating bills
Contact Calloway Co.
Agent Steve Combs
753-4718 after 4:00
p.m. or may be seen
at Bimil Stoves on
Codiz Hwy. 68 (next
to Red Ace)
Codiz, Ky. Phone 5226891.

•
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6 32 APTS. FOR RNf
2 N TA

Building for rent 1200 sq
ft suitable for a business
Of' office 1916 Coldwater
Rd former location of
Bamboo Garden Call
Tucker T v Sales 753
2900 or 753 4.S24
•

tar,
Call
for

1.00,
bbit
sell
six
sell
ifter

.1 1.114.1

Boys rooms

for rent one
block from University.
Call 75.3 1812 or 753 6933
Two bedroom apartment
partially furnished. Five
miles South of Murray.
Call 751 1651 before 5.00
Or 79 -2477 after 5 03
Three room apartment
stove, refrigerator and
utilities furnished. Call
79 1651 before 5 00 or 731
2477 after 5:00.
Efficiency apartment at
1602 Miller $10000 Call
751 2403 after 4.00

One bedroom furnished

beef. Call Coldwater, 4892525.

apartment for rent. 121
North next to fairgrounds

38. PETS-SUPPLIE

753 3139.

One bedroom furnished
apartment. Call 753-3949.

pear
489

FOR SALE

Tine
'at,
ood
753
:00
me,
0.00
:on
Icre

two
r

2

AK C Registered
Doberman puppies /59
4588 or /53 7637

AX C German Shepard
puppies, 28 champions
and five generations also
registered American
Eskimo Spitz puppies
502 554
.
40. PRODUC
Apples for sate. Sweet cider
Tucker Orchards, Landfill
Rd. Call 419 2467 to reserve

Located in Riviera
Courts is this two
bedroom mobile
home, completely
furnished for only
$6,500.00. the ideal
dwelling for that son
or daughter now attending college.
Make your offer today!
ROBERTS REALTY

13 acre farm, half mile from
town on 94 East six tenths of
a mile blacktopped. 23 acres
tendable, 17 timber. For more
information call Purdom
Thurman Real Estate, 7534451; Susy Wells, 753 1585 or
Geneva Giles, 75.3-6557.

4.•

436-

lee
Ct.

More efficient woodburning
plus lire viewing panels tor
all the charrn of a fireplace
As an insert it makes your
fireplace more efficient As a
parlor stove
makes the
fireplace obsolete

%faster's Maumee Choice tbe taw
Choice Noce
calensattwe
131Lap

OZARK
LOG ROWS
Highway 121 Bypass

DOM

No

te

tis
10

2-

753-6771

Oventocked

Carpet Sale

Ow 7588i! Rolls To Om Fro

12 ft. Jute bock Hi to Shag- $4.95
sq. yd.; 12 ft. Fat Rubber bock Shag $4.49 sq. yd.; 12 ft. Fat Rubber Back
Shag - $5.49 sq. yd.; 12 ft. Printed
Kitchen Carpet- 03.95 sq. yd.
12 ft. Hi Log Shog Jute bock only
$6.95 sq. yd. compare to carpet selling
for twice the price
12 ft. Hi Log Shag Carpet Jute Bock
Only $7.50 and $7.59 sq. yd; 12 ft.

'ni
Professions; Ser.wt.
V.so The insult!. Teach'

ACREAGE
CLOSE IN!!
55 of the prettiest
acres you'll may
ever see-nearly all
under cultivation.
Located on
Wadesboro Rd.
bordinger the
water shed. Has
old farm house
plus shady
building sites. Call
us immediately!!

GOOD
NEIGHBORHOOD

205 Woodlawnvery nice home,
full basement.
Electric heat, air
conditioner, close
to M.S.U., shopping, etc. On shady
lot. 2 b.r.'s up, 1
large bedroom,
OAP utility, garage and
.,"ItS
aIRRI Ihrrn 7lI3.f
basement level.
01 Hwy, 641 Opel 8-56 flays A WoWcisr.ks int adloli Only $26,900.00
•
gammura.
Short and Saxony Shag Jute Bock $7955
sq. yd; 12 ft. plus shags heavy carpet
from $7.50 to $9.95 sq. yd.
We have what we advertise in stock:
People if you need carpet now is the time
to save while selection iS this big!

opy

waft*

NEW LISTING
. story brick, 2100
sq. It. of living space, 1
acres. Brown's Grove
area.only $38,000.
We manage Rental
Property for other
people for a small fee
You'll like our Ser
vice.

V 11
RIM ESTATE
753 SOU
•• PS

SET YOUR
CLOCK
Take a few
mibutes to see this
remodeled 2
bedroom home in
good neighborhood
of south Murray.
Great for a young
couple! Modern
kitchen with appliances plus
remodeled bath,
new floor coverings and
carpeting, fenced
rear yard! Only
$22,500 act todaycall for appointment.
GOODBYE TO
CITY CRAMPS!!
3 B.R. home,
aluminum siding,
on 3 tendable level
acres, electric
heat, 2 window air
con.ditioners,
carpeting, range,
refrigerator inrefrigerator ineluded. This is a
desirable country
home in good condition on blacktopped road in Providence area,
about 7 miles from
Murray.$43,000.00

PROPIIITT MANAGEMENT

BUDGET
PLEASER
Keep warm
economically this
winter in this cozy
2 bedroom
bungalow located
on quiet, no outlet
street. Very low'
year-round utility
bills, for L',-ise cool
nights, eckerin
firepla cFadds jus
the right touch ford
?comfort and atmosphere. Attached 1 -car
garage and
beautifully landscaped,shaded lot.
Offered at $34,600
through Kopperud
Realty,711 Main in
Murray.
CUSTOM
BUILT
By one of the best
builders in the
area. Two or three
bedroom,s two
marble ancl
Country Hide-a-way 13
ceramic baths,
walk out baseacres,
central heat and
ment. 4,000 sq ft
air. A large
finished.
recreation or family room wthat
Home or business for
would hold the
rent call
longed for pool
table. Located
Skeet Waldrop
about 6 miles norReel Estee
thwest of Murray.
Velde Jeffs
Phone 753-1222,
Center
759-1767
#Kopperud Realty.
REDUCED .
$5,600.00.
This home is just barely
lived in. Features three
bedrooms, two baths, and
a spacious great room
with a large and beautiful
fireplace. This house is
not only beautiful, but is
built for the practical use
of the every day family.
The large kitchen and
dining area are truly a
blessing to any harrassed
woman. The private
fenced backyard and
patio are perfect for the
small ones in your family.
So for beauty and just
plain every day living you
must see this dream of a
house. Call Spann Realty
Assoc., 753 7721.

Paschall and Sas on)

4.1MIM

LORETTA JOSS. REALTORS
1200 Syce
,
Kw•
',tunny ICenb•Cky
1502) 753 1497

4207,

HOME
Quality 3 bedroom
brick home on
large, beautifully
landscaped lot in
excellen t
neighborhood.
Features include
living room with
fireplace, indirect
lighting and builtin music system,
formal dining
room,family room
and extra large 2car garage. Home
has been recently
redecorated
throughout. Of
fered at the reduced price of $65,000,
Immediate occupancy. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty For complete real estate
service.
GET CLOSE TO
NATURE
With this private 5
acre fenced tract
near KY Lake.
Situated
beautifully with $
private drive and a
stocked pond. You
can do some great
relaxing and
fishing at your own
private retreat.
Concrete block
basement with
roof goes with the
property. Price
just lowered to
810,000 and owner
will finance.
Phone any
member of the
Kopperud Realty
Home Team at 7531222 for all thei
details.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
775 L. P. MtSt.(Amish.= r.ssmomity Cameo
Speckiiiiiig in Senior Mims
Nacos $1.25

Open Noun
Moo., Toes., Mors., Fri., Sat.
1-12 753-36/5
For Appointment

••• .
4 44•414. .4.4.444 41.
11,

=UAW-

HOW AND
130 ACRES
130 acre farm with
attractive 2
bedroom home
and several outbuildings only
miles southeast of
Murray.Acreage
includes approx
imately 55 tendable acres. Being
sold to settle
estate. Phone 7531222, Kopperud
Realty, for Rea
service in Real
Estate.

TOY F r ber d.. Tou,i,

7534014

SUPER ASSUMPTIONS! Yes you con!
There ore alternative
methods of buying and
selling property,
however, and in many
cases they ore more
beneficial to the buyer
and the seller than
traditional methods.
These alternative
methods will become
increasingly popular in
the next decode As
average home prices
and prime mortgage interest rates increase,
the demand for alternative methods of buying and selling increase
correspondingly Currently, more than 50%
of all real estate tronsoctions involve one or
more alternative finoncmeing methods
thods that are
beneficial to both the
buyer and seller of property. .
methods
available to you

MIII X
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Appraisals - Counciltag - Management
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
753-9894
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41

114 & Syeamenr.
Newsy, Ry.
755-1651

Older beam with two bedrooms, large living
ream, kitchen, erne both, diming rem sad leaky
new. Neese is eppreximetely her wiles fres
tea, bus city meter. $16,500, cal 753-5322
after 4:30 p.m.

13

Order

'

Six month old black Great
Dane, full pedigree, cropped
ears, fully obedience trained.
Call Sal, 753-9101,75341527.

two

)me
Two
ad
30
ge

38. PETS SUPPLIES

PUBLIC SALE
Yard Sale, 211 S. 11th St.
33. ROOMS FOR RENT pSept.m29th - Ot 2nd, 12-7
A lot of
Newly decorated one Two bedrooms close to miscellaneous
bedroom apartment hospital Deposit re
$175.00 per month. Call quired No pets! 79 -7809. =RE71=TrES A
Spann Realty Associates
Two furnished extra nice
753 7724.
sleeping rooms for girls
Two bedroom apartment Call 79 1651 before 5:00
semi furnished. All or 79 2477 after 5:00.
utilities paid except elec
tricity. Deposit and 34 HOUSES FOR RENT
references required. Call
753-8355
House for rent,
Two bedroom apartment for Panorama Shores Dr.
Three bedrooms, great
rent, range, oven, rehigera room,
newly redecorated.
tor, dishwasher, disposer. Call for appointment, 1
Prolesmarka. 54.r, ICI"
washer and dryer hookup, 924 5307 or 1 924-5421.
IthTheFrIfedi, TOLICh
air. carpet No pets One $250.00 per month.
year lease and $225 deposit Rouse eight rooms, bath,
required, $225 per month screened in back porch,
BARGAIN
space, garage.
Phone 753-2622 ix 753- garden
BUY
Been remodeled by City
3865
2 bedroom, holiday
Community
Two bedroom apartment Development. Low trailer, 12x60, gas
for rent $110.00 a month. income family wanted. heat, central elecCall 7533685.
Stove, refrigerator and
tric air, fully furwater furnished. 753 7871. Two houses near
nished including
university. $100.00
appliances.
TwoTwo bedroom apartmer
deposit, $108.00 per month
$175.00 per month plus rent. Call 753-6114 after 6 owner, fully
deposit. 1301 Peggy Ann. p.m.
carpeted,
Call 753-8111.
underpenned. All
Three bedroom home for
$4,600.00.
for
rent
irkwood.
1207
K
753Furnished one bedroom
apartment near 6156, 753-5945.
downtown Murray. 753
WHAT A
121 between Coldwater
4109, 436 2814.
BUY!!
and Mayfield. Two or
three bedrooms, 011 Story Are. B.V.
frigerator, stove and
Duplex in exNew loom
dishwasher furnished.
cellent condition,
Call 489-2775.
MUR-CAI
living room, 2
37 LIVESTOCK
bedrooms, 1 bath,
APARTMENTS
SUPPLIES
kitchen laundry
1, 2 It 3 1e4rovn eat boa
One two horse trailer. area each side. Ap1195.00 pu MO- ND Priced to sell. Call pr. 1800 sq. ft.
ICS* suit Newt, un- daytime 753-5671. nights total. Range,
refrigerator, exstinted costal hut lad iN. 753-3430.
Lewitt kerbs" speliasces. Nine year old black haust fan included.
gelding with a certificate
Central Gas Heat,
Office Noun Mom -Fri. 9-00- of
registration with the
Elec. Air.
Central
1240 Mess.
Tennessee Walking Horse
Large lot near BelAssoc. and Racking
Aoriverd Dr.
Horse Assoc. Also a two
Air Shopping,
Murray, Ky.
horse Stidham trailer.
restaurants,
502459491M
753-6123.
groceries, etc. OnEivel Kasai OpporMeity
Fat Jersey steers for
ly $43,500.

5773 rFOR RENT

4,.1.--or .1-•••

50 USEDTRUCKS

SERVICESOFFE RED
APPLIANCE SERVICE
New 3 bedroom 2 bath 1978 Jeep Renegade CJ
built in appliances Must low mileaue. 753 4647 KENMORE,
WHIRLPOOL,
sell $30 000 Call 489 &tero'ODp m
WESTINGHOUSE
20
1970 Ford v ton pick up 4 years experience, Bobby
26/0
air,
transmission,
speed
Hopper, Bob's Appliance
The perfect home for
V 8, good wood hauler Service 203 S. 5th St. 753
young or retired couple $65000
4365423
4872 or 753 NM.
New three bedroom P/z
bath house located on
CAMPERS
51
southwest edge of town
Aluminum Service Co.,
Priced in the 30's Call 1976 GMC Midas motor
home 22 ft long, excellent
753 3903
aluminvm and vinyl
condition Sleeps six,
siding, custom trim
Four bedroom house in Lynn
$9000 00 Call 247-4170
Grove with 2 acres House after 5 lOp m
work References Call
eeds repair 435 4211a
Will Ed Bailey, 753BOATS & MOTORS 0689
47 MOTORO-CLES 30 ft fiberglass Drift R
Cruise houseboat 100- General home and mobile
horse motor, new paint, home repair 15 years ex
ontia i
carpet and curtains, AM - perience. Carpentry and
FM cassette radio, CB concrete, plumbing, roof
good condition radio,
Free
depth finder, gas ing, siding
for sole. Call grill, Boat
fully equipped estimates No job to
and in excellent shape. small Days 474-21 59,
75 3 - 3 403
$4800.00. Call 753 8266 nights and weekends 474

$175.00

;.•

227i5

days and 753-3535 nights.

Bur-Dot Ceramics. Open
9:00 a.m. fit 10:00 p.m
Monday-Friday. Classes
and supplies. 474-2708.

21 ft. outboard 102 engine,
1975 350 Honda 188 hp,stereo 753-0718.
combination road and
MOBILE HOME
trail bike. Excellent 23 ft. Cruiser. 759-1987
after 5 p.m.
condition. Call 43 72744.
ON 2 ACRES
Asphalt driveways and1977 750F Honda good conLocated near KenOF FERE Cparking lots sealed, by
dition
767-2758 or 753tucky Lake, this 2
Fence sales at Sears rlOw , Sears For free estimates
5708.
acre tract looks
Call
Sears. 753-2310 for call 753-2310
like a private
48. AUTO SERVICES free estimate
for your 30 years experienced kill
park, and the two
Volkswagon, Opal, needs
penter work Also flue
bedroom mobile
Toyota etc
Batteries,
building
Call 436-2253
Ri
'FIN
radiators,
many
tires,
home is in ex'Carpet Cleaning. Clean'
more parts 474 2325 after
Skinples
cellent condition,
odor free carpet, last
References. All work
offered at $15,000
longer and smells better.
Vleyriad
sW now
A.
Fre•
through Kopperud
For free estimates call
open! All major and
Estimates. Cal 759-1859
Jeff's Carpet Cleaning
Realty, Phone 753minor automative repair.
w7$3.6
753-9826. Experienced and
Open six days a week 8
1222.
am.-??? Hwy. 121 South Guttering by Sears Sears reliable.
in Murray.
Continuous gutters installed Concrete and blocks and
45 FARMS FOR SALE
per your specifications Call brick. --Basements, drive•
49. USED CARS
For rent, lease, or sale. 80
Sears 753-2310 for free ways, sidewalks and storm
cellars. 20 years experience
acre cattle farm ,near 1976 dodge
Aspen NE pctimate
and free estimates. 753-5476.
Crossland. Also hay for small V
8, automatic, Alexander
Septic tank
sale. Call 753 0662.
power, vinyl roof, conCleaning. Vacuum cleaned Automobile machanic will
17/
1
2 acres fenced, three sole, bucket seats, cruise.
from
your driveway. In- ,do work on automatic and
bedrom home $18,500.00 $2500.00 or best offer. Call
751
77RR
dustrial, residential, or all gasoline engmed trucks
terms. 753-2418.
.
All work done gauranteed
1979 Buick Regal. Call commercial. 24 hour serCall
431:4546
182-2584.
45 HOMES FOR SAL
vice. Call 753-5933.
Modern two unit brick 1979 Mustang with air, all All your plumbing and air
town home equipped with power, AM FM 8 track Conditioning
Toy Lee
needs Also do
energy efficient heat stereo, low mileage, exBarnett
carpentry
painting,
roofing
Pump, all appliances cellent condition Call
and concrete All work done Lool, Grovel, Sand,
Small down payment, after 5:00 p. m. 753 9957.
redonio Lime and
11 1,2 percent financing
to satisfaction. 753-9822
753-5791, 759-1074, 753 - 1964 Chevelle V 8,
irt 753-4776
Professional

53. SERVICES

2649.

A sunny VA loan locked in
10, 2 percent. Three
bedroom brick, family
room with fireplace, 1 1,2
bath, closed garage, fenced in back yard, neat and
clean, good location.
14500.00 down and a sunny
loan Call 753 5562.
FHA home and tn. Three
bedroom brick, lot size 80
ft. x 177 ft. with outside
storage shed. Assumable
loan, only one year old. In
county close to school.
Can be seen at Scenic
Acres Subd. off of Hwy,
280. 533,500.00 or can call
753-4037.

automatic, $1000.00. Call
paperhanging, painting,
489-2487
farm buildings, top, sides.
1976 Mercury Monarch Commercial or
local, one owner, four residential. Call Tremon
doors, automatic, power Farris. 759-1987.
and air. 489-2285.
P & D Lawn Service.

Surplus Jeeps, Cars and
Trucks available. Many
sell under $200.00. Call
312 743-1143, Ext. 2641.
For information on how to
purchase.

1

1977 Olds Delta,

door, locally owned

2

PROMS
OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC
CADIU.AC

House for sale furnished
or unfurnished, carpet
1406W Man
throughout, 2 large bedrooms
7535315
and large living
room. Dining room,
50 USED TRUCKS
kitchen, bath room,
utility room and built in 1973 International
farm
car garage. Piz blocks truck 1/ ft flat be
price
from M.S.U. Look it over $7850.00. Call 753 8061
and give me a bid. No real
estate brokers please. 206
130 GMC Van conversion.
S. 15th, 759-4702.
Fully customized with
refrigerator, sink, stereo,
iorne for sale by owner.
couch (converts into bed),
.505 Oak Dr., excellent
rally wheels, custom paint
condition, immediate
and captains chairs. 13,000
possession. Three
miles. Reply to 753-5014.
')edroom brick over 1400
,q. ft. living area. Fully
1974 Jeep CJ5 4-wheel
zarpeted. Phone Paducah
drive, hardtop, small V-8,
before 5:00 p.m. 554-4111
three speed, 27,000 actual
or after 5:00 p.m. 554miles. $3000.00. Call 7537580. Ask for Ken
7788.
Adams.

Mowing, small tree and
hedge trimming. FreeEstimates 436-2397
AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS
bookcases,
music
centers. etc
Reasonable. 436-2566
CARPET - CLEANING. Free
estimates. Satisfied
references. Vibra-Vac steam
or quick dry cleaning. LEE'S
CARPET CLEANING, 7535827.
Misner's Clean-up Service. Yards, basement,
garage, clean up and odd
obs. Call 72 -8600.

ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim
Aluminum trim for brick
houses. lack Glover 7531873
K & K Stump Removal. Do
you need stumps removed
from your yard . or land
cleared of stumps? We can
remove stumps up' to 24
below the ground. leaving
only sawdust and chips
Call for free estimate. BO
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp, Jr.435-4319
MOBILE HONE ANCHORS
underpinning. roof's sealed.
patio awnings, and house
type roofs ,for mobile
homes. 75311873. lack
Glover

NOW SHOWING 1982
Toyota-Mercurys-Lynxs(4 doom)
Better Than Ever
Some new 1981 models at
great savings.

Hatcher Auto
Sales
515 South 12111 Street
Murray, Kentucky
753-4961

Dial-A-Service
(am This Ad From The Paper
And Save FOR A Kandy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911

Poison
Control
753-7588

6 a.m.-1AidnOt 7 Days A Weak
Phone 753-5331/753-5352

CHIMNEY
DOCTOR
Chimney Sweep Service
Al Types Chimneys
Cleaning and Rearm
Night
191 1983
(ley
753 4 150

Aluminum
Service .
Co.
Aleatisom mod VisVI
Siding. Costom trim
work. References.
Cell Will Ed Bodo v,
753-06•9.

Loyd A. McClure

Norroy-Calloway
emittlikosPital

7534131
Calloway(Iamb
lissome Squad

7534952

• • ••••
-•

•••• •••••••41,...........0,41..-.

T&D
Landscaping
Prefossioesis
sisaintre your Irma.
Commercial

sail

Itssidostill IseImp* awl Wu
ealiatimosse. Aim&
mg, heels. gad
•Slw47141- pm*,
Siirwice, Fro,
Adissfes.

436-2333

•••

Police
911

Quality Service
Company
Heating and Air Con
11,N:tieing Soles Sales
and Service Modern
Sheet Metal & Service
Departments

753-9290

Otaxar
°ISMS NEC=
CANNON & MUM
111414111WOON31111
•4211N111111111.Vmmtwes
*MIMIMU IMC111111
CAMMITS

'7534941
1212 MAIN

11-11T

fit

GENERAL
NOME
REPAIR
15 years experience. oar

poetry. cencrets. plembing
nreflui, skiing risings
argent On haw No lob
Is. NNW Free emewaresIi
474.2359
Days
474-2274
Nights
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* At The Movies

The Ugly American

I (Rovi•ws Of Ctorreoil Movies Al Murray niontees)
By MINI POONSTER

"The full moon will be
out tonight," Lon Chaney
informs his friends
"Lock me in! Chain me
40"
"Don't be a silly," his
friends reply.
Then the moon rises
and all of Chaney's
friends are suddenly
sorry they didn't believe
in lykanthropy. And all
the kids in the audience,
forty years ago, grunted
with pleasure and fear as
Chaney's face sprouted

hair.
Though the good old
days of Frankenstein
Meets the Wolf Man are
gone, there is a new and
improved werewolf making the rounds in a picture called An American
Werewolf in London.
The film's special effects are nothing short of
astounding. They are
almost too good. They
stop the film dead in its
tracks while the audience
thinks,"How in the world
did they do that?" Like

the special effects in a re- unbelievable. Skin stretcent, also very good, ches, bones enlongate,
werewolf movie, The muscle writhe, teeth and
Howling, the metamor- nails sprout. And while
phosis of man into wolf in this goes on, the werewolf
American Werewolf is ac- screams and groans as
complished not through his body is wrenched and
stop-action photography twisted into the shape of a
(call up th image of Lon wolf. You'll be talking
Chaney getting hairy fac- about the special effects
ed; that's stop-action as you leave the movie.
I also like the way the
photography), but instead through inflatable story is told. The movie
rubber bladders conceal- takes the werewolf subed beneath rubber skin. ject seriously — and a
But even knowing that, frightening werewolf it is
you will find the effects -- but a nicely ironic,

County Fights Back
In Erosion War

•

OWENSBORO, Ky. ed its approval earlier
( AP) — The scene could this year.
Statton and Ben Allen
pass for a missing
the county's
Burns,
chapter from H.G. Wells'
commissioner,
drainage
—
Worlds"
the
"War of
county roads
surveyed
green slime spraying 100
up with 104
came
and
yards from a truckmounted turret, coloring separate road bank sites,
bare ground with a a total of more than 42
acres which will evenmoss-like coating.
But the gun is actually tually get the seeding
the nozzle of a hydro- treatment.
About eight acres will
seeder, one weapon in
reclaimed this fall,
be
war
Daviess County's
planting will resume
then
against the nagging and
spring.
next
soil
of
growing problem
Each landowner is conerosion along road banks.
for permission to
tacted
It's a growing problem
because many rural pro- do the seeding, Statton
perty owners plant their said, but some areas
fields too close to county needing erosion control
roads or allow steep cannot be helped because
to
banks to become barren. farmers are not willing
fences
ly
move
temporari
It's a nagging problem
for county taxpayers. along the banks.
Statton and Burns say
Heavy rains wash
of the best soil in
some
valuable topsoil off the
banks and into drainage the county is washing
of inadeditches or across roads away because
In
where county road crews quate erosion controls.
county,
the
of
parts
some
must be called in to
t
scrape the mud aside or earthrnoving equipmen
d
to
dispatche
be
must
haul it away.
For that reason, county clear roads following
Burns
officials say the $41,425 every heavy rain,
said.
and
budgeted to grade
Banks with poor drainseed more than 42 acres
are especially
ing
of bare and gullied county
road banks should pay off vulnerable in the spring,
with long-term savings in before weeds and wild
hotboth soil and grasses that grow in
some
offer
months
ter
maintenance expenses.
The road seeding pro- protection against eroject is funded by a $20,225 sion, Statton says, but his
federal Resource formula for re-seeding is
Conservation and intended to provide atnd
Development grant ad- tractive, year-rou
banks.
road
of
coverage
ministered by the
For each acre of planDaviess County Soil Conservation Service and in- ting, the specifications
kind contributions of call for 12 pounds of
$21,200 from Daviess annual ryegrass seed (a
variety which establishes
Fiscal Court.
The procedure is quickly), plus 30 pounds
custom-tailored for plan- of sericea lespedeza seed,
ting banks too steep to 50 pounds of tall fescue,
plant with over-the- 1,000 pounds of 10-20-20
fertilizer and 1,500
ground equipment.
First, county road pounds of mulch.
Statton said RC&D procrews move in with
graders to clean weeds jects require local, noand scrub brush while profit sponsors.
filling in the deep guillies
left by erosion. The next
steps are handled quickly
by a truck-mounted
hydro-seeder operated by
employees of Doug
Brantley Excavating, on
Damages from a Suncontract with the county. day morning house fire at
The trailer-mounted 808 S. 17th St. were "contank sprays a rich mix- fined to the area of
ture of fertilizer and origin," Phil Owens,
three varieties of grass, Murray fire inspector,
then tops it with a green- said.
tinted wood fiber mulch,
The fire, at the William
which is also mixed with Halford residence, was
water and sprayed on.
electrical in nature,
According to SCS of- Owens said. He added it
ficer Billy Statton, the was extinguished by
seeding and mulching chemicals.
The fire began around a
operation may eventually
be done with one mixture wall receptacle, Owens
said.
and spraying.
No injuries were
Plans for the project
began in 1979, but weren't reported.
Nine fiemen responded
put into operation until
Daviess Fiscal Court add- to the call at 7:33 a.m.
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tongue-in-check tone is
present just beneath the
top layer of the movie. At
one point a dead man, jut
returned from Limbo,
complains to his live
friend about how dreadful
it is to live with a bunch of
dead people. "How bad is
it" the live friend asks.
"Have you ever talked to
a corpse? They're boring," the dead friend
replies.
Remember how the
skeptics in the Chaney
werewolf movies used to

say, "You don't believe
in that superstitious
nonsense that the
villagers believe, do
you?" The skeptics in
American Werewolf,
reasonable chaps that
they are, say, "If there
was a monster roaming
around England, we
would have seen it on the
telly, wouldn't we?"
Rated R. Parents,
American Werewolf has
its share of sudden
frights, explicit violence,
and nudity.

Top Performers
Set To Appear
Several top names in
Bluegrass Music will
highlight the 1981 Kentucky Bluegrass Festival.
Heading the list are
The Bluegrass Cardinals,
Curly Seckler and the
Nashville Grass, Randall
Hylton, Jimmy Martin
and the Sunny Siders.
Oct. 9-11 at Kentucky
Darn Village State Park
in Gilbertsville, visitors
also can enjoy a
decorated boat parade, a

street parade, lakeside
hayrides, square dancing, scenic and dinner
cruises, beauty contests,
civic and industrial exhibits, arts & crafts anda
a flea market.
Concert tickets for all
three days are $15 in advance. Send requests to
Kentucky Dam Festival
Association, Highway
641, Gilbertsville, ky,
42044. Tickets will be
available at the gate.
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Warning The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health

•
1 tits
Low tar. High country taste.
Above all in refreshment.

Fire Confined
To Area
Of Origin

•

••

KW THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

1982 Monte Carlo
With T-Top. Now in-stock.
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet INK.
641 South, Murray

753-2617

LIGHTS 9 mg."tar", 0.7 mg nicotine, LIGHTS 100's: 10 mq "tar-, 0.8 mg. nicotine, av per cigarette by FTC method.

COLORED PRI

